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ABSTRACT 
I These two lectures have been prepared to give a simple introduction to the 
principles. In Part I we try to explain stochastic cooling using the time-
domain picture which starts from the pulse response of the system. In 
Part II the discussion is repeated, looking more closely at the frequency-
domain response. An attempt is made to familiarize the beginners with some 
of the elementary cooling equations, from the 'single particle case' up to 
equations which describe the evolution of the particle distribution.j 

Foreword: This lecture has been prepared for beginners. Apologies go to those who expect a 
shorter and more technical presentation. Rather, I have tried hard to introduce the prin
ciples in as simple a way as possible. 

In Part I we shall look at the response of the cooling system to erro.- signals of the 
particles as a function of time. We start from the simplest situation where each particle 
interacts only with itself, and improve it step by step by including the adverse effects of 
other particles, of amplifier noise, of imperfect mixing of particles, etc. I hope that 
the repetition involved is helpful to the newcomer. 

Part II restarts from the analysis of the frequency response of the system. It gives 
a fresh look at the cooling process from another interesting viewpoint; some of the pheno
mena — such as, for example, imperfect mixing and filter techniques — then appear more 
natural. Finally, we try to de-dramatize the more general cooling equations which describe 
the detailed evolution of the beam density distribution. 

A list of references is given at the end of each Part. A more detailed bibliography is 
appended to Part II. 

PART I: TIME DOMAIN DESCRIPTION 

INTRODUCTION 
Beam cooling aims at reducing the size and the energy spread of a particle beam cir

culating in a storage ring. This reduction of size should not be accompanied by beam loss. 
Instead, the goal is to 'compress' the same number of particles into a beam of smaller size 
and spread, i.e. to increase the particle density. 

Since the beam size varies with the focusing properties of the storage ring, it is 
useful to introduce normalized measures of size and density. Such quantities are the 
(horizontal, vertical, and longitudinal) emittances and the phase-space density. For our 
present purpose they may be regarded as the (square of the) horizontal and vertical beam 
diameter, the energy spread, and the density normalized by the focusing strength and the 
size of ring to make them independent of the storage ring properties. 

Phase-space density is then a general figure of merit of a particle beam, and cooling 
improves this figure of merit. 

The terms beam temperature and beam cooling have been taken over from the kinetic theory 
of gases. Imagine a beam of particles going around in a storage ring. Particles will 
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oscillate around the beam centre in much the same way that particles of a hot gas bounce 
back and forth between the walls of a container. The larger the (mean square of the) vel
ocity of these oscillations in a beam the larger the beam size. The mean square velocity 
spread is used to define the beiCi temperature in analogy to the temperature of the gas, 
which is determined by the kinetic energy 1 m v^ i s of the molecules. 

Why beam cooling? The resultant (sometimes dramatic) increase of beam quality is very 
desirable for at least three reasons: 

i) Accumulation of rare particles 
[Example: the Antiproton Accumulator (AA) at CERN]: 
Cooling to make space available so that more beam can be stacked into the same storage 
ring. 

ii) Preservation of beam quality: 
Coolinf to compensate for various mechanisms leading to growth of beam size and/or loss 
of stored beam, 

iii) Imp -ovement of interaction rate and resolution: 
Cooling to provide sharply collimated 'md highly mono-energetic beams for précisiez 
experiments with colliding bears or beams interacting with fixed targets. 

Several cooling techniques are operative or have been discussed1): Electron beams have 
a tendency to cool 'by themselves' owing to the emission of radiation as the orbit is curved. 
The energy radiated decreases very strongly with increasing rest mass of the particles. 
For (anti-)protons and heavier particles, radiation damping is negligible at energies cur
rently accessible in accelerators. 'Artificial* damping had therefore to be devised, and 
two such methods have been successfully put to work during the last decade: i) cooling of 
heavier particles by the use of an electron beam — this will be the subject of Fred Mill's 
lecture at this School; and Li) stochastic cooling by the use of a feedback system, which 
will be discussed during the test of this talk. 

2. THE BASIC SET-UP 
The arrangement for cooling of the horizontal beam size is sketched in Fig. 1. Assume, 

for the moment, that there is only one particle circulating. Unavoidably, it will have been 
injected with some small error in position and angle with respect to the ideal orbit (centre 
of the vacuum chamber). As the focusing system continuously tries to restore the resultant 
deviation, the particle oscillates around the ideal orbit. Details of these 'betatron 
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Fig. 1 The principle of (horizontal) stochastic cooling. 
The pick-up measures horizontal deviation; the kicker 
corrects angular error. They are spaced by a quarter 
of the betatron wavelength Xg (plus multiples of Xg/2). 
A position error at the pick-up transforms into an error 
of angle at the kicker. This error of angle is correc
ted. 
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oscillations'2) aro given by the focusing structure of the storage ring, namely by the dis
tribution of quadrupoles and gradient magnets (and higher-order 'magnetic lenses') which 
provide a focusing force proportional to the particle deviation (and to higher-order powers 
of the deviation). 

For the present purpose, we can approximate the betatron oscillation by a purely 
sinusoidal oscillation. The cooling system is designed to damp this oscillation. A pick-up 
electrode senses the horizontal position of the particle on each traversal. The error 
signal — ideally a short pulse with a height proportional to the particle's deviation at 
the pick-up — is amplified in a broad-band amplifier and applied on a kicker which deflects 
the particle by an angle proportional to its error. 

In the simplest case, the pick-up consists of a plate to the left of the beam and a 
plate to the right of it. If the particle passes to the left, the current induced on the 
left plate exceeds the current on the right one and vice versa. The difference between the 
two signals is a measure of the position error. The 'kicker' is, in principle, a similar 
arranger, jnt of plates on which a transverse electromagnetic field is created which deflects 
the particle. A more rigorous account of how pick-ups and kickers work will be given in the 
lectures by J. Borer3) and by C. Taylor1*). 

Since the pick-up detects the position and the kirker corrects the angle their distance is 
chosen to correspond to a quarter of the betatron oscillation (plus an integer number of 
half wavelengths if more distance is necessary). A particle passing the pick-up at the crest 
of its oscillation will then cross the kicker with zero position error but under an angle 
which is proportional to its displacement at the pick-up. If the kicker corrects just this 
angle, the particle will, from now on, move on the central orbit. This is the most favourable 
situation (sketched as Case 1 in Figs. 2 and 3). A particle not crossing the pick-up at the 
crest of its oscillation will receive only a partial correction (Cases 2 and 3 in Figs. 2 
and 3). As we shall see later, it will then take a couple of passages to eliminate the 
oscillation. 

PU K 

Fig. 2 The importance of betatron phase: Par
ticle 1 crosses the pick-up with maximum 
elongation. Its oscillation is (ideally) com
pletely cancelled at the kicker. Particle 2 
arrives at an intermediate phase; its oscil
lation is only partly eliminated. Particle 3 
arrives with the most unfavourable phase and 
is not affected by the system. 
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Fig. 3 Phase space representation of betatron cooling. The same as for 
Fig. 2 except that a 'polar diagram' R/Q x' = f(x) is used to represent 
the betatron motion x = x sin (j}(s/R) + i|/0], (R/Q) x' = x cos ["(S/R) + 
+ i|io3- T n e undisturbed motion of a particle is given by a circle with 
the radius equal to the betatron amplitude x. Kicks correspond to a 
jump of x'. The cooling system tries to put particles onto smaller 
circles. Particles 1, 2, and 3 are sketched with the most favourable, 
the intermediate, and the least favourable initial phase, respectively. 
As the number of oscillations per turn is different from an integer or 
half-integer, particles come back with different phases on subsequent 
turns and all particles will be cooled progressively. 

Another particularity of stochastic cooling is easily understood from the single particle 
model (Fig. 1) used so far: the correction signal has to arrive at the kicker at the same 
time as the test particle. Since the signal is delayed in the cables and the amplifier, 
whereas a high-energy particle moves at a speed close to the velocity of light, the cooling 
path has usually to take a short cut across the ring. Only at low and medium energy 
(v/c < 0.5) is a parallel path feasible. 

We have thus familiarized ourselves with two constraints on the distance pick-up to 
kicker: taken along the beam, this distance is fixed, or rather quantized, owing to the re
quired phase relationship of the betatron oscillation; taken along the cooling path this 
length is fixed by the required synchronism between particle and signal. A change of 
energy (particle velocity) and/or a change of the betatron wavelength will therefore require 
special measures. Incidentally, the first of these two conditions is due to the oscillatory 
nature of the betatron motion. For momentum spread cooling in a coasting beam, where the 
momentum deviation of a particle is constant rather than oscillatory, this constraint does 
not come into play and a greater freedom in the choice of pick-up to kicker distance exists. 

It is now time to leave the one-particle consideration and turn our attention to a beam 
of particles which oscillate incoherently, i.e. with different amplitudes and with random 
initial phase. 

By beam cooling we shall now mean a reduction with time of the amplitude of each indi
vidual particle. To understand stochasic cooling, we will next have a closer look at the 
response of the cooling system. This permits us to discern groups of particles — so-called 
samples ~ which will receive the same correcting kick during a passage through the system. 
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3. THE NOTION OF BEAM SAMPLES 
To be able to analyse the response of the cooling system, let us start with an excursion 

into elementary puJse and filtering theory5). What we would like to take over is a band
width/pulse-length relation known as the Küpfmüller or Nyquist theorem and discussed in 
textbooks : 

If a signal has a Fourier décomposition of band-width A/ = w, then its 'typical' time 
duration will be 

T s = 1/(2W) . 
This is illustrated in Fig. 4, where we sketch the Fourier spectrum of a pulse and the re
sulting time-domain signal. Clearly the two representations are linked by a Fourier trans
formation, and this permits us to check the theorem. 

b) 

Tj=1/(2W) 

Fig. 4 Illustration of the Küpfmüller-Nyquist relation: A signal whose Fourier decomposition 
S(f) has a bandwidth W has a typical time duration T g = 1/(2W). Illustration for a 'low 
pass' [case (a)] and a 'band-pass' signal [case (b)]. 

For curiosity, note the difference between a pulse with a low frequency (0 < f < W) 
and a high frequency ( W < f 1 < f < f 1 + W ) spectrum (both cases are sketched in Fig. 4). 
In spite of the different shape of the time-domain signal, the 'typical duration' is in 
both cases 1/(2W). 

A corollary to the theorem is well-known to people who design systems for transmitting 
short pulses: 
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Fig. 5 Input and output signal S(t) of a band-pass system and 'rectangular' approximation 
to the output pulse S^(t). 

When a short pulse is filtered by a low pass or band-pass filter of band-width Wj the 
resulting pulse has a 'typical' time width 

T s = 1/(2W) (Fig. 5) . (3.1) 

In this form, the theorem is directly applicable to our cooling problem, to which we 
now return. Passing through the pick-up, an off-axis particle induces a short pulse with a 
length given by the transit time. Owing to the finite band-width (IV) of the cooling system, 
the corresponding kicker signal is broadened into a pulse of length T g. To simplify consi
derations, we approximate this kicker pulse by a rectangular pulse of total length T g 

(Fig. 6). 
A test particle passing the system at t 0 will then be affected by the kicks due to all 

particles passing during the time interval t„ ± T
s / 2 . These particles are said to belong 

to the sample of the test particle. In a uniform beam of length T (revolution time), there 
are Ä g = T/Ts = 2WT equally spaced samples of length T g with 

N g = N/(2WT) particles per sample . (3.2) 

The example given in Table 1 corresponds (in round numbers) to the momentum cooling 
system at injection in the Low-Energy Antiproton Ring (LEAR)6). In this example we can 
imagine the beam as being sliced up into 250 samples, each containing 1/250 of the total 
number of particles. 

/̂ Beam 

1 Corresponding 
\ kicker pulse 

-(different sale) 

PICK-UP 

/ Motion of centre of gravity of sample 

Kicker 
Fig. 6 Pick-up signal of a particle and cor
responding kicker pulse (idealized). The test 
particle experiences the kicks of all other 
particles passing within time -T S / 2 < At ¿ 
of its arrival at the kicker. These particles 
are said to belong to the sample of the test 
particle. Cooling may be discussed in terms 
of the centre-of-gravity motion of samples. 

V 2 

Table 1 

An example of samples 

No. of particles 
in the beam N 10 9 

Revolution time T 0.5 us 
Transit time 
in one-pick-up unit Tt 0.1 ns 
Cooling system 
bandwidth W 250 MHz 
Sample length T 

s 
2 ns 

No. of samples 
per turn *s 250 
No. of par.ticles 
per sample \ 4 x 10G 
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4. THE 'TEST PARTICLE PICTURE' AND TILE 'SAMPLING PICTURE' 
The model of samples has permitted us to subdivide the beam into a large number of slices 

which are treated independently of each other by the cooling system. If the bandwidth can 
be made large enough so that there are no other particles in the sample of the test particle, 
then the single-particle analysis is still valid. However, to account for the reality of 
some million particles per sample, we have to go a step further and do some simple algebra. 
This will permit us to discern two slightly different pictures of the cooling process: 
In the test particle picture we shall view cooling as the competition between: i) the 'coherent 
effect' of the test particle upon itself via the cooling loop; and ii) the 'incoherent 
effect", i.e. the disturbance of the test particle by the other sample members (see Fig. 7a). 
In the 'sampling picture' we shall understand stochastic cooling as a process where samples 
are taken from the beam at a.rate & s per turn. By measuring and reducing the average sample 
error, the error of each individual particle will (on the average) slowly decrease. 

Xc(t) 

"kin 

n n D Q 

u 1 

(x>. 

n 
b) 

Standard deviation!xfmstfNs 

. . 4 — _ 

«x)s) 

Fig. 7 Cooling system signals in a) the test particle picture and b) the sampling picture. 
Under (a), signals at the instant of passage of the test particle are sketched. The upper 
trace gives the coherent correction signal due to the test-particle itself. The lower trace 
sketches the incoherent signal due to the other particles in the sample. The kick experienced 
is the sura of coherent and incoherent effect. If the amplification is not too strong and the 
sample population is small, the coherent effect which is systematic will predominate over the 
random heating by the incoherent signals. Figure 7b sketches the total cooling signal as a 
function of time. This signal and the correction proportional to it is given by the centre 
of gravity (x) s(t) of successive beam samples. Owing to the finite sample population (N s) 
the deviation x m s within the beam leads to a fluctuation of the sample signal of ± x r r a s / v ^ . 
By correcting the sample error (x) g(t) 0 for each sample, the deviation in the beam is 
slowly reduced. 
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A few simple equations will illustrate these pictures. Let us denote by x the error of 
the test particle and assume that the corresponding correction at the kicker is proportional 
to x, say Xx. With no other particles present, the error would be changed from x to a cor
rected 

x c = x - Xx , (4.1) 

i.e. the test particle recaives a correcting kick, 
Ax = - Xx . 

In reality the kicks -Xx^ of the other sample members have to be added, and the corrected 
error after one turn and the corresponding kick are 

x = x - Xx 
others 

- T. X.x. 

(4.2a) 
ncoherent effect 

coherent effect 

Ax = -Xx - £ Xoo . 
others 

In our rectangular response model, X^ = X is the same for all sample members. Hence, we can 
also write 

x c = x - X x - X £ x i } 

0 t h e r S (4.2b) 
Ax = -Xx - X £ x ¿ . 

others 

Equations (4.2) clearly exhibit the 'coherent' and the 'incoherent' effects mentioned above. 
The sum labelled 'others' includes all particles in the sample except the test particles. 

You may want to rewrite this sum including the test particle (this sum will be labelled 
'sample') and interpret it in terms of the average sample error (the sample centre of gravity 
if you like), which is by definition 

<x>s = r T £ xi • <4-3) 
sample 

Equations (4.2b) then become 
x r = x - (N X)(x) , 

Ax = -(XN )(x> = -g(x)„ . 
This introduces the second picture: What the cooling system does is to measure the average 
sample error and to apply a correcting kick, proportional to (x>s, to the test particle. (Up 
to now the sample is defined with respect to a specific test particle; however, to the extent 
that any beam slice of length T g has the same average error (x) s, our considerations apply 
to any test particle. This is true on a statistical basis, as will become clear later.) 
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A word about notation. It has become customary to write XNg = g, and to call g the 
'gain1. Remember that this g is proportional to the amplification (the electronic gain) 
of the system and proportional to N g. As from Eq£. (4.4), -g = Ax/(x)s, a more precise 
(but longer) name is 'fraction of observed sample error corrected per turn'. 

A FIRST VERY CRUDE APPROXIMATION TO THE COOLING RATE 
All we have to do to get the cooling rate from Eqs. (4.2) or (4.4) is to find acceptable 

(or optimal) values for the gain, and ~ closely related to this — to estimate the adverse 
effect of the incoherent term. A crude estimate can be made on the basis of the following 
observations. 

Interpreting g as the fractional correction, we intuitively accept that it is unhealthy 
to correct more than the observed sample error, i.e. we assume g < 1. Let us put g = 1 to 
make an estimate of the upper limit. Secondly, we neglect the incoherent effect, assuming 
that the influence of the other particles averages to zero. This leads to the single pas
sage correction [from Eq. (4.2) with g = X N = 1:] 

ta = - f x . (5.1) 
s 

This will immediately give us the cooling rate per turn which is in general: 
_ 1 dx „ Ax , c 

n ~ x cE ~ x" C 5 ' 2 ) 

and hence in the present approximation: 

1/t = ff" Per turn . 
s 

To derive Eq. (5.2), differentiate the decay law x = x 0 exp C _n/t n) describing exponential 
damping with the number of turns n. Assume that the correction per turn is small so that 
the differential dx/dn can be approximated by the difference Ax/An. But as Ax is the change 
per turn, Ax/An is simply equal to Ax: This is because n increases by 1 per turn, i.e. 
An = 1. 

We now wish to obtain the cooling rate per second; we know that there are f = 1/T 
passages (f : revolution frequency), hence 

l/t - f. • 1/ T „ • 

[ - — ^ i i f - I K i S ) - ^ ] . 
Finally, it is convenient to express N g = N(T/Tg) = N(f0/2W) by the total number of particles 
N and by the system bandwidth W using Eqs. (3.1) and (3.2). We then obtain: 

1 2W — = -rr per second 
T N * (5.3) 

Amazingly enough, this simple relation overestimates the optimum cooling rate by only a factor 
of 2. However, to gain confidence, we have to justify some of our assumptions, especially 
the restriction g i l and the neglect of the incoherent term. In fact, an evaluation of this 
term will clarify both assumptions and provide guidance on how to include other adverse 
effects such as amplifier noise. 
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6. TOWARDS A BETTER EVALUATION OF THE INCOHERENT TERM 
To be able to deal with the incoherent term, we make a detour into statistics to recall 

(or to learn about) a few elementary 'sampling relations'7). Consider the following problem. 
Given a beam of N particles characterized by an average (x) = 0 and a variance 

(x2> H x 2 ^ of some error quantity x, say the deviation Ap/p from the average momentum, to 
fix our ideas. Suppose we take a random sample of N g particles and do statistics on the 
sample population — rather than on the whole beam — to determine 
i) the sample average <x>s; 
ii) the sample variance (x 2) s; 
iii) the square of the sample average (<x> s) 2, i.e. the square of (i). 
Question: What are the most probable values [the expectation values, denoted by E((x>s), 

etc.] of these sample characteristics? 
Answer: For random samples the most probable values are: 

i) sample average -»• beam average; 
ii) sample variance -*• beam variance; 
iii) square of sample average -*• beam variance/sample population. 

Or, in more mathematical language, 
E«x> s) » <x> = 0 (6.1a) 
E«x 2) s) = <x2> = x^. (6.1b) 
E[«x) s) 2] = x 2 ^ / ^ (6.1c) 

Results (6.1a) and (6.1b) are in agreement with common sense, which expects that the sample 
characteristics are true approximations of the corresponding population characteristics. 
This is the basis for sampling procedures. Equation (6.1c) is more subtle as it specifies 
the error to be expected when one replaces the population average by the sample average. 
In fact from Eqs. (6.1) the mean square of this error is 

or symbolically 

« x > s ) 2 - « x » 2 - x ^ m s / N s 

(x) = <x> ± x/M~ ' ' s rms s 
In other words: The larger the beam variance and the smaller the sample size (N g), the more 
imprecise is the sampling. In this form, Eqs. (6.1) are used in statistics to determine the 
required sample size for given accuracy and presupposed values for the beam variance x 2^. 

A slightly different interpretation is useful in the present context: Suppose we repeat 
the process of taking beam samples and working out (x>s many times. Although the beam has 
zero (x>, the sample average will in general have a finite (positive or negative) (x>s> The 
sequence of sample averages will fluctuate around zero (around (x) in general) with a mean 
deviation x^/Ng. This is the fluctuation (or, if you prefer, the noise) of the sample 
average due to the finite particle number, sketched in Fig. 7b. 

A simple example to illustrate the sampling relations and to familiarize us further with 
(x 2> s and (<x>s)2 is given in Table 2. It is amusing to note that in this example 'the most 
probable values' [which agree with Eqs. (6.1)] never occur for any of the possible samples — 
just another instance of statistics dealing with averages and being unjust to the individual. 
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Table 2 
An example of the sampling relations 

Assume a discrete distribution such that the values x = -1, 0, 1 occur with equal pro
bability. Hence, beam average: <x) = 0, and beam variance: (x2) = x ^ = 1/3 [(-I)2 + 
+ 0 Z + l 2] = 2/3; sample size: N s = 2. To work out the most probable values of the 
sample characteristics, we write down all possible samples of size N a = 2, determine 
( x ) s > C ( x s ) ) 2 , and <x 2) s, and take the average of these averages to find the expecta
tions. 

Sequence Sample averages 
<x>s « x ) s ) 2 <*2>s 

-1 -1 -1 1 1 
-1 0 -I 3 i 

2 

-1 1 0 0 1 
0 -1 -I 1 i 

0 0 0 0 0 
0 1 I I 1 

2 
1 -1 0 0 1 
1 0 i 1 \ 
1 1 1 1 1 

Expectation = 0 = 1/3 = 2/3 = 
average of 
above values <x> <x2>/2 <x2> 

Note for fun: The expectation values agree with the prediction of the sampling theorems 
but the values 1/3 and 2/3 never occur (in this example) for any sample. 

To conclude our detour, let us mention that the sampling relations (6.1) are a conse
quence of the more general 'central limit theorem'7) of statistics. For the present purpose 
we can quote this theorem as follows. 

When a large number of random samples of size N g are taken from a population with 
statistics (x) = 0 and (x2) = x ^ , then the distribution of the sample averages is approxi
mately Gaussian with a mean equal to the population mean and a standard deviation a = 
= x/M~. rms s 

7. A BETTER APPROXIMATION TO THE COOLING RATE (TEST PARTICLE PICTURE) 
We can now attempt a less hazardous evaluation of Eqs. (4.2) and (4.4) to determine 

the cooling rate. To profit from the sampling relations, it is useful to regard the change 
A(x2) = x 2 - x 2 of the squared error rather than Ax. From Eq. (4.4) we obtain 

A(x2) = -2gx f I xi+fsif £ *iV" C7.1) 
s sample v. s sample J 

We anticipate that cooling is a slow process which requires many turns. Since we are 
(mainly) interested in this long-term behaviour, we regard the average of Eq. (7.1) over 
many turns. Doing so, we replace the sample averages by their expectation values for random 
samples to obtain the 'expected cooling rate' per turn. 
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The second term in Eq. (7.1) gives immediately 

fÊ Ñ~ E *i> = S 2 « * > s ) 2 - # 4 » ' (7-2) 
V. 5 sample J 5 

where we have used the sampling relation (6.1c) to express the expected variance of the 
sample average in terms of the beam variance x 2^. To work out the first term we separate 
the test particle (once again) from the sum and write 

X " N E Xi C + N1 E Xi • 
sample others 

Next we apply the sampling relation (6.1a) to the remaining sum, i.e. we take 

E X i l - E K t h e r s ) = ° 
v others J 

under the assumption that the sample (labelled 'others') without the test particle is a 
random sample such that (6.1a) applies. Then 

E 
I N c sample 

Putting together the terms, the expected change is then 
v. sample / 

Afx2) - - |K x 2 • £ x 2 ^ . (7.4) 
s s 

Equation (7.4) applies to any test particle. Taking as typical a particle with an error 
equal to the beam r.m.s. we can write especially: 

2- ûC x rnuP C2g- g»3 . (7-5) 

This gives the cooling rate (per second) for the beam variance: 

xrms 

rms 
(7.6) 

Clearly the term Zg presents the coherent effect already identified. The g z term represents 
the incoherent heating by the other particles. The inclusion of this term is the improvement 
obtained in the statistical evaluation of this section. 

It emerges quite naturally from Eq. (7.6) that g should not be too largeî In fact, 
optimum cooling (maximum o£ 2g - g z) is obtained with g = 1, and antidamping (1/T negative) 
occurs if g > 2. 

for x 2 -

2 E X 2 

o 

x 2 = [x0 exp (-t / O p . Also, to recover the more familiar form of l/x we used f0/Ns = 2W/N, 
as in Eq. (5.3). 

It should be remembered that Eq. (7.6) gives the cooling rate 1/T 2 for x 2; the rate 
1/T for x is 1/2 of this, as can easily be verified by comparing x 2 = x 2 exp (,-t/t 2) and 

8. HEREWARD'S WAY 
For those who were not pleased with the way in which we separated the test particle 

from its sample and regarded the remainder as a random sample of size N -1, we give yet 
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another derivation of Eq. (7.6) which is due to Hereward (unpublished notes 1976, see also 
Ref. 8). 

We restart from Eq. (7.1), which we write as 

Afx2) = -2gx • (x) s + g 2((x> s) : . (8.1) 

This is the change for one test particle and one turn. We now take the average of this 
over the sample of the test particle (before, we took the average for one particle over 
many turns). 

A slight complication arises from the fact that strictly speaking each particle defines 
its own sample, as sketched in Fig. 8. We can assume, however, that the long-term behaviour 
of any sample (i.e. any beam slice of length T ) is the same, so that expectation values are 
independent of the choice of the sample. 

i 

Fig. 8 Sample of the original test-particle (0) and of a particle passing earlier (i). 
Working out the average ^x¿(x)_^ of x¿(x)s each particle has to be associated with its own 
sample. To the extent that all beam samples have the same statistical properties, all long-
term averages are the same: (x¿(x)j, ŝ -»• ((x) g) 2. 

Then the only variable on the r.h.s. involved in averaging over the original sample is 
the x in the first term, and we obtain 

(A(x J)) s * -2g((x)s)2 + g 2 « x ) s ) 2 . (8.2) 

Next we use the sampling relations (6.1b) and (6.1c). We include the fact that the correc
tion (8.2) is applied to all beam samples once per turn. Thus, 

< A ( X 2 ) > S - A,.^ , 

« * > S ) 2 + Xrms/Ns . 

and the expected correction of beam variance per turn is 

A<xrms) - - I C2» " ^rns ' s 

This leads to the same cooling rate as that given by the previous approach, but the deriva
tion lends itself to the following formulation of the "sampling picture". 

Take a random beam sample of N g particles. Measure and correct its average error (x)c 

by giving a kick _g(x) s to all its particles. Owing to the finite particle number, the 
beam variance appears as a fluctuation with "noise" « x > s ) 2 •+ ̂ z

i a s/^ s of the centre of 
gravity (x>s. By correcting (xs> to (1-g) of its value (i.e. to zero for full g = 1), one 
reduces the sample variance (on the average) by 1/Ns (2g-g2). Repeat N/Ng times per turn 
to reduce the beam variance by the same amount. Repeat for many turns. 
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Before correction After correction 
Sequence Sample Sequence Sample 

Average Variance Average Variance 
<*s>s 's 

-1 -1 -1 1 0 0 0 0 
-1 0 -1 I - 1 I 0 i 
-1 1 0 1 -1 1 0 1 
0 -1 1 1 +1 -i 0 i 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 1 1 1 -I I 0 1 
1 -1 0 1 1 -1 0 1 
1 0 I i 

2 i -i 0 I 
1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 

'Beam vari
ance' 
(average of 
all sample 
variances) 

2/3 1/3 

Thus, rather than treating single particles, one measures and corrects the centres of 
gravity of beam samples. It is amusing (but not too surprising) to note that the total 
number of measurements, namely the number of turns n = N g required for reasonable cooling 
multiplied by the number & g = N/Ng of samples per turn, is N, as if we treated the N par
ticles individually. 

It is easy to test this sampling prescription for simple distributions; in Table 3 we 
use the previous example (Table 2) to verify that the full correction (g = 1) reduces the 
variance by 1/N per turn. More generally, the sampling recipe can easily be simulated on 
a desk computer1*! using a random number generator. 

In the next two sections we will use the test particle and the sampling picture alter
nately to introduce two final ingredients, namely electronic noise of the amplifier and mixing 
of the samples due to the spread in revolution time. 

9. SYSTEM NOISE 
A large amplification of the error signals detected by the pick-up is necessary to 

give the required kicks to the beam. Electronic noise of the preamplifiers then becomes 
important. In Table 4 we anticipate some typical numbers pertaining to transverse cooling 
of 109 p in LEAR. This example should convince us of the necessity to rewrite the basic 

Table 3 

'Simulation' of a one-turn correction (with g = 1) using the example of Table 2 

We note down all possible samples of size = 2 and reduce the sample errors to 
zero by applying the same correction to both sample members. This reduces the 
beam variance from 2/3 to 1/3, i.e. Ax2 /x2 = 1/N =1/2. 

' rms nus s 
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Table 4 
Signal, noise, and amplification of a cooling system; 

orders of magnitude for 109 particles and 50 s cooling time 

Pick-up signal SO nA 
Preamplifier noise 
current 150 nA 
Kicker voltage per turn 1 V 
Corresponding current 
Cinto 50 ii) 20 mA 

Paver amplification s 2 x 10 1 0 

Particle orbit 

Fig. 9 Cooling loop including system noise. The noise is represented as an equivalent 
sample error ^ ( t ) as observed at the pick-up. 

equations to include noise. It is convenient8) to represent noise by an equivalent sample 
error (denoted by 
Fig. 9 and write 
error (denoted by x ) as observed at the pick-up. We then regard the system sketched in 

x c = x - g(x>s - gx n . (9.1) 

Going once again through our basic procedure, taking random noise uncorrelated with the 
particles we obtain the expected cooling rate 

I = f [2g- g 2 O U ) ] , (9.2) 

where U = E(x2)/E((x)*) is the ratio of the expected noise to the expected signal power, 
called the 'noise-to-signal power ratio' or noise-to-signal ratio for brevity. 

This introduces the noise into our pictures: it increases the incoherent term by (1+U). 
System noise and the disturbance caused by the other particles enter in much the same way; 
the latter is therefore also called particle noise. 

Several things can be observed from Eq. (9.2). Cooling remains possible despite very 
poor signal-to-noise ratios (1/U « 1). All we have to do is to choose g small enough 
(g ~ g0

 = 1/(1 + U) s: 1/U), which unavoidably means slow cooling (x £ NU/2W). In other words, 
we have to be patient and give the system a chance to distil a signal out of the noise. 
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In the initial cooling experiment (ICE)9) with 200 circulating p's the system worked 
with signal-to-noise Tatios as low as 10"6. 

Secondly, U has a tendency to increase as cooling proceeds: namely the noise tends to 
remain the same, whereas the signal decreases as the beam shrinks. This is the case unless 
the pick-up plates are mechanically moved to stay close to the beam edge — this will be 
done in the new antiproton collector ACOL10) to be built at CERN. 

With changing U, cooling is no longer exponential. Equation (9.2) gives a sort of 
instantaneous rate, and cooling stops completely (1/T 0) when U has increased such that 
(1+U) = 2/g. In this situation, equilibrium is reached between heating by noise and the 
damping effect of the system. To avoid this 'saturation' it is sometimes advantageous to 
decrease g during cooling in order to work always close to the optimum gain [maximum of 
Eq. (9.2)] g o = 1/(1 + U). 

In all cases it is important to obtain a good signal-to-noise ratio. Frequently, this 
means having a large number of pick-ups as close as possible to the beam, as well as high 
quality, low-noise preamplifiers often working at cryogenic temperatures. 

MIXING 
So far, all our considerations have been based on the assumption of random samples. 

This is a good hypothesis for an undisturbed beam. However, the cooling system is designed 
to correct the statistical error of the samples. Just after correction, samples will no 
longer be random. For full correction the centre of gravity {x) g will be zero rather than 
*/xrms/'Ns a s expected f° r random conditions. Cooling will then stop as no error signal is 
observable. 

As a simple example, consider a sample of two particles with position errors x ( = 2 on 
and x 2 = 0, respectively. The system will change the positions to x, = 1 on and x 2 = -1 cm 
and thus reduce the variance i(x2 + x 2) from 2 cm2 to 1 cm2, but from thereon the sample 
will be invisible as the centre-of-gravity signal <x) s = l(x1 + x 2) is zero. 

Fortunately, owing to momentum spread, particles in a storage ring go round at slightly 
different speeds, and the faster ones continuously overtake the slower ones. Because of 
this mixing, the sample population changes and the sample error reappears, until ideally 
all particles have zero error. 

If mixing is fast so that complete re-randomization has occurred on the way from kicker 
to pick-up, then the assumption of random samples made in the previous sections is valid. 
If, however, mixing is incomplete, cooling is slower. In fact, if it takes M turns for a 
particle of typical momentum error to move by one sample length with respect to the nom
inal particle (Ap/p = 0), then intuitively one expects an M times slower cooling rate. 

A slightly different way of looking at imperfect re-randomization suggests itself in the 
frame of the test particle picture: bad mixing means that a particle stays too long — namely, 
M rather than 1 turns — together with the same noisy neighbours. This increases the in
coherent heating by the other particles by a factor M. 

We thus generalize the basic equation (9.2) (a rigorous derivation will be given in 
Part II of this lecture), 

1 / T - f [ 2 g - g* CM+U)] , (10.1) 

and call M > 1 the mixing factor. Equation (10.1) has the optimum 
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g = g o = 1/(M + U) , 
(10.2) 

This underlines the importance of having good mixing — M •*• 1 — on the way from correction 
to the next observation, but ... 

What about mixing between observation and correction? Surely if the sample as observed 
is very different from the sample as corrected, then adverse effects can happen. Let us 
again resort to the test particle description and try to imagine how the coherent and the 
incoherent effects change. As to the latter, we expect that it is to first order not af
fected. We can just assume that the perturbing kicks are due to a new sample which has the 
same statistical properties as the original beam 'slice'. 

The coherent effect will, however, change because the system will be adjusted in such 
a way that the correction pulse will be synchronous with the nominal particle (Ap/p = 0). 
Particles that are too slow or too fast on the way from pick-up to kicker will therefore 
slip with respect to their self-induced correction (Fig. 10). In fact, in the rectangular 
response model used above, the coherent effect will be completely zero if the particle slips 
by more than half the sample length (|ATpK| > T g/2). At this stage, it is more realistic 
to use a parabolic response model of the form 1 - (AT/TC)2, where T c, the useful width of the 
correction pulse, is about equal to the sample length T s for a low-pass system. But T c is 
shorter than T g for a high-frequency band-pass system with f j ^ £ W, with a response as 
sketched in Fig. 4b; AT is the time-of-flight error of the particle between pick-up and 
kickers. Introducing the typical error ATpK and calling AT p K/T c = 1/M, we can modify the 
coherent term g •*• g[l - M ~ 2 3 to account for unwanted mixing between observation and cor
rection. In a regular lattice the flight time from pick-up to kicker is a fixed fraction 
of the time from kicker to pick-up, and the two mixing factors M and M are proportional to 
each other, M = aM, with a being the ratio of the corresponding distances — hence the in
terest in having a short beam path from pick-up to kicker. By a clever choice of the bend
ing and focusing properties of the storage ring it is possible, in principle, to make 
AT p K -+ 0 independent of momentum, and AT,™ large to approach the desired situation sketched 

Fig. 10 Synchronism between particles and their correcting pulse on their 
way from pick-up to kicker. The response of the cooling system to a par
ticle (the 'coherent effect') is approximated by a 'parabola' s(t) = 1 -
- (At/T c) 2 of width ± T C instead of the 'rectangle' used in Figs. 5 and 6. 
A nominal particle (0) arrives at the kicker simultaneously with the cor
rection kick. The particle f is much too fast and advances its correc
tion pulse. The particle s is slightly too slow. Thus, the three 
particles receive full correction, no correction, or partial correction, 
respectively. 

i l 
0 

s / 

f 
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desired 

Beam — 

O l 

c 
X 

E 

No 

Fig. I l The mixing dilemma: No mixing is desired 
between the pick-up and the kicker, but good 
mixing is needed on the way from the kicker to 
the pick-up. In a 'regular machine' the two 
mixing effects are proportional to the corres
ponding path length and it is desired to have 
the path from pick-up to kicker as short as 
possible. By clever choice of the focusing pro
perties, the time of flight from pick-up to 
kicker can (in principle) be made independent of 
the particle energy, and the time kicker to pick
up strongly dependent on E. This has, however, 
not been adopted in existing designs as it leads 
to complications for the machine. The usual way 
out of the mixing dilemma is to accept some 
mixing between pick-up and kicker and imperfect 
mixing between kicker and pick-up. 

in Fig. 11. This lattice choice was considered (but finally not adopted) in the design of 
the p collector ACOL. 

Taking both mixing effects into account, we put our basic equation in the final form: 

Y 1 = fi2g{l- M"2) - g2(M+U)] (10.3) 

SOME LIMITS 
Following convention, we now return to the cooling rate for x rather than x 2 (using 

1/T X = I 1 / T
X 2 ) • Including both mixing effects as well as amplifier noise, we write 

± = g [2g(l - M"2) - g2(M+U)] , 1(11.1) 

Optimum 
o = 1 - M ~ 2 

Bo M + U 

J_ _ W f (1 - M ~ 2 ) 2 "j 
T „ ~ N I «» . n > ' Tx " v M + U 

with M > 1, U > 0, Sí-2 Si. As an example of relatively straightforward technology, we take 
W = 250 MHz. 

Then, in the best of all cases (M •+ 1, U •+ 0, M~2 0) this gives 
1/T = W/N , (11.2) 

or x = 1 s at 2.5 x l o 8 p or T s 1 day at 10 1 3 p. 
To include mixing, we assume that the time-of-flight dispersion between pick-up and 

kicker and between kicker and pick-up and the system response are such that the unwanted 
mixing M is one half of the wanted mixing, i.e. we put (as an example) M"1 = J M"1. We 
further assume that the sensitivity and the number of pick-ups are such that U = 1 (little 
is gained in going to more pick-ups, such that U « 1). Then the best cooling, obtained 
with M * 1.5, is 
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1/Tx * 0.32 W/N , (11.3) 

This is about three times slower than the rate (11.2) with M~z -»• 0, U -* 0. 
Further examples can be cooked up, especially for very low intensity beams where it is 

hard to have sufficient signal. Take, for instance, U = 10, M = 2M to find an optimum 
1/T x => 0.07 W/N for M = 3.5, etc. 

In all cases, large bandwidth and a good signal-to-noise ratio are important. The re
levant ring parameters have to be chosen such that, with the given Ap/p, reasonable mixing 
factors M and M are obtained. Other limitations are imposed by the available broad-band 
power. 

From Fig. 12 we conclude that existing cooling systems follow a 'working line' with 
1/T » 0.1 to 0.3 W/N. A bandwidth of 250 to 500 MHz is (more or less) standard; 2 to 4 GHz 
will be used in the CERN-ACOL and the Fermilab p source. Bands of 4 to 8 GHz or higher have 
been contemplated for sources accumulating 10 1 3 p in a few hours, as desirable for multi-
TeV colliders. 

PRACTICAL DETAILS 
So far we have, in a general way, discussed a system for correcting 'some error x'. We 

shall now briefly go into some details of the systems which cool momentum deviation or beta
tron oscillation, and which are listed in Table 5. The first two will be discussed below. 
The last two variants will be more logically treated in the frequency domain analysis 
(Part II). 

Table 5 
Stochastic cooling systems in use or proposed 

Type Pick-up Corrector Optimum distance 
pick-up to kicker 

Tested 
on 

Used on 

Betatron cooling, 
horizontal or vertical 

Difference pick-up Transverse 
kicker 

(2k+l)Xg/4 ISR,ICE, 
Fermilab 

AA, LEAR 

Momentum cooling, 
Palmer-Hereward type 

Horizontal 
difference pick-up 

RF gap 
(acceleration/ 
deceleration) 

(2k+l)Aß/2 
for simultaneous 
horizontal betatron 
cooling 

ISR AA: stack 
cooling 

Momentum cooling, 
filter method 

Longitudinal (sum) 
pick-up + comb 
filter 

RF gap ICE 
Fermilab 

AA: pre-
cooling, 
LEAR 

Momentum cooling, 
transit time method 

Longitudinal pick-up 
+ Differentiator 

RF gap Fermilab 

12.1 Palmer cooling 
A horizontal position pick-up is used to detect the orbit displacement y = D(Ap/p>s 

concurrent with the momentum error of the sample; D (also denoted by or x^) is simply a 
constant, namely the value of the orbit 'dispersion function' at the pick-up. Its value 
(measured in metres per unit Ap/p or in millimetres per permille) is determined by the 
focusing properties of the storage ring. You may think of it as the (local) change of orbit 
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Fig. 12 Normalized cooling time versus intensity. The inclined lines represent the mixing 
limit. For low intensity the cooling time levels off because of noise. The points represent 
initial cooling in various machines. These points roughly follow a line with T ~ 10 N/W. 
During cooling, noise and/or mixing tend to become more important and the cooling time longer. 
Note that the vertical scale is normalized for 100 MHz bandwidth. Future systems (ACOL, 
Fermilab) aim at 2-5 GHz bandwidth. 
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radius which results from the balance of centrifugal force and restoring force as the mo
mentum of a particle deviates from nominal. 

In general there are further contributions to the position error, especially the beta
tron oscillation (y^) of the particles. We shall neglect this contribution, assuming that 
by a clever choice of the focusing arrangement (D(Ap/p) dominates over (y.) . We are then 

p s 
in a situation where momentum cooling as envisaged by R. Palmer of BNL (private communica
tion to L. Thorndahl and H.G. Hereward in 1975) is possible. At the RF gap the particle 
receives a 'kick* of momentum and hence a change of y proportional to the detected error. 

The basic one-passage equation (including noise) is written as 
y c = y - g[D<Ap/p>s + y n] . 

This is completely equivalent to Eq. (9.1), thus leading to the cooling rate (for y 2 and 
up 2, i.e. for the mean square of the momentum deviation): 

^ = ̂  [2g(l - ÍT2) - g2(M+U)] , (12.1) 

where U = E(y2)/E[(D(Ap/p)s)z~] is the noise-to-signal ratio; y n is the system noise expressed 
as the equivalent pick-up signal D(Ap/p), and E(y2) the expectation (i.e. the long-term 
average) of y2. 

Thus, the analysis has completely followed the line sketched in Sections 3 to 9. 

12.2 Betatron oscillation cooling 
The system to be discussed is the one considered by van der Meer in the first paper on 

stochastic cooling. To simplify the discussion, we use the so-called 'smooth approximation', 
i.e. we represent the betatron oscillation of particle 'i' by a sinusoidal motion with con
stant amplitude a^ and constant wavelen^h ß = R/Q: 

y = a. cos [Q(s/R) + <b.] , 
(12.2) 

y> = jj y' = -a ¿ sin [Q(s/R) + f¡] . 

A pick-up at, say, s = 0 measures the position y p u = a^ cos (<{K) of the particles; a kicker 
Aijj = Q(As/R) downbeam corrects the 'angle' y£ = -a^ sin Oj^ + Aifi). For simplicity, we now 
assume that the focusing properties are such that the orbit dispersion at the pick-up 
[D(Ap/p)]pjj is negligible compared with the betatron displacement y^ = y. 

The basic equation for a test particle is written: 

A y K = 0 * (12.3) 
Ay¿ = -g[<y>s • y n ] p u . 

Eq. (12.3) expresses the kick at the corrector as given by the error observed at the pick
up. We now assume that the distance pick-up to kicker is optimum so that Atí> = n/2 (+k1T) • 
Then the correction at the kicker is equivalent to a change of position at the pick-up, as 
sketched in Fig. 13, given by: 

s n p u ( 1 2 > 4 3 

Ay p u = 0 . 

[Use Eq. (12.2) or refer to Fig. 13 to calculate the equivalent jump (12.4) at the pick-up.~] 
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Fig. 13 Real-space diagram (a) and phase-space diagram (b) of betatron oscillation between 
pick-up and kicker. In smooth approximation the change Ay' of normalized angle [y'(R/Q>3 
is equivalent to a change of position Ay P U = Ay' at the pick-up at a phase AIJJ = Q(As/R) -
= 90° (+ k' 180°) upstream. 

Now that all quantities are used at the same location in the machine, we can apply the 
4) to find the change of variance ) 

^rms) - y ^ w t e - S 2 ^ • 

basic procedure to Eq. (12.4) to find the change of variance y 2 ^ per turn: 

(12.5) 
A(y'2 ) = 0 , "rms ' 

where the noise-to-signal ratio U is defined by the expectation values E(y2) and E[((y)g)2] 
of noise power and signal power, 1) = E(yn)/E[((y>s)2]. referred to at the pick-up. We wish 
to find the reduction of r.m.s. betatron amplitude. Assuming that the initial phases IJK 
[Eq. (12.2)3 of the particles are random and uncorrelated with amplitude a^ we have on the 
r.h.s. of Eq. (12.5): 
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yrms - <ai c o s - arms I f 1 2' 6) 

as the average of cos2 <f> -»• \. In other words, owing to the oscillatory nature of the beta
tron motion the measurement of y 2 reveals, on the average, only half the information about 
a 2. 

To find the change of amplitude from the l.h.s. of Eq. (12.5) we use [see Eq. (12.2)] 

ai = yipu + y m • <12-7> 

Hence 
A(a2) = A(y2) + A(y'2) . 

Thus, collecting terms, we finally have (including mixing and using N g = N/2WT) the cooling 
rate for a2: 

! / V = Z T ^ 1 = T f [ 2 g C l " ^ - g 2 ( M + U ) : ! 

(per second) . (12.8) 
Compared with Eq. (10.3), the factor \ in the cooling rate (12.8) for the square of the 
betatron amplitude (i.e. of emittance E « a 2^) is new. Going to the rate 1/x for 'a' 
introduces another factor of \. 

If the pick-up to kicker distance is different from optimum (IT/2 modulo TT) then the 
transformation (12.4) from kicker back to pick up becomes slightly more involved, and the 
final result is a factor sin (Ai|/) which multiplies the coherent term (2g) in the cooling 
rate (12.8). For those who want to verify this we sketch the calculation: 

Correction referred from kicker to pick-up [generalization of Eq. (12.4)]: 

AyPII = Ay' sin (Ai|0 , 
™ K (12.4') 

Ay^ = Ay¿ cos (At|0 . 

Use Eq. (12.3) for Ayĵ  as before. Apply the basic procedure to work out the expected change 
of variance for both equations (12.4'). In the second equation the coherent term is given 
by the expectation of 

y P U • <y P U> s > 

which for random phases <(K [Eq. (12.2)] is zero whereas the corresponding term in the first 
equation is 

yPU ' *yPU* Ñ]7 yrms ' 

as in Eq. (7.3). We then have 
y 2 

- i ( 4 s ) = ^ [ 2 g sin (A^-g 2 sin2 (A*) (1+U)] s 

y 2 

" ^ O • "TT* C-g 2 c o s Z d +U)] s 

which, using Eqs. (12.6) and (12.7), leads to the indicated modifications of the cooling 
rate. 
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12.3 Hereward cooling 
In the analysis of momentum cooling, we assumed that the orbit dispersion y p = D(Ap/p) 

dominates at the pick-up, whereas for horizontal cooling we assumed that the betatron part 
y R = a. cos <J>- is most important. The more realistic case, where both y and y. are present, 

ni P P 

was analysed by Hereward. He showed8' the mutual heating and at the same time the possibility 
of using the Palmer system for simultaneous longitudinal and horizontal cooling by a suitable 
choice of the pick-up to kicker distance. 

Here we briefly sketch the derivation of the two cooling rates, hoping that the simple 
analysis will provide some insight into the important topic of mutual longitudinal horizontal 
influence. The first question that comes to mind is: How can the acceleration gap used in 
the Palmer system change the betatron oscillation? The answer is sketched in Fig. 14: a 
particle of nominal momentum oscillates around the central orbit, whereas an off-momentum 
particle bounces around the off-momentum orbit displaced by D(Ap/p). If at a gap the mo
mentum changes abruptly, the partie'e continues its oscillation around this displaced orbit 
with initial conditions y = y 0 - D(Ap/p), y' = yj, as its oscillation centre has jumped by 
Ay = D(Ap/p). [For simplicity, we assume that D(s) is constant at the kicker, D'(s) =0.] 
Thus, the mechanism is similar to changing the oscillation of a pendulum by jumping its 
point of suspension. 

oscillation 

Fig. 14 Reduction of horizontal betatron oscillations by a momentum jump. At s a the momen
tum is abruptly changed by Ap/p. The particle continues its betatron oscillation around the 
new orbit centre, which is displaced by D • (Ap/p). Initial conditions for this new oscilla
tion are yj = y 0 - D • (Ap/p), y( = yj [ c n a n8 e o f lattice functions D'(s), ß'(s) neglected!]. 

We can now write down the basic equations for Hereward cooling. The RF gap changes the mo
mentum by an amount proportional to the observed position error of the sample. The basic 
equation for the change at the gap of the momentum displacement [y = D(s)Ap/p] and the 
betatron displacement from the instantaneous orbit is written 

(Ay') = 0 , 
ß K 
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where (y) = (y + y „ ) is the total pick-up signal of a sample containing both the betatron s p P ç 

and the momentum contribution. In Eq. (12.9) we simplify, again assuming zero derivative of 
D(s) at the kicker, but we allow for different D at pick-up and kicker. Again the l.h.s. 
of Eqs. (12.9) is the correction at the kicker; the r.h.s. is given by the observation at 
the pick-up. To apply our basic procedure, we once more refer the corrections back to the 
PU to obtain for the first equation [using ( Vp/ D) p u

 = Cyp/D)^]» 

% = - s <y>s ' 
which by our standard procedure leads to the cooling rate for the mean square momentum de
viation: 

2W 
N 2g - g* 1 + 

E(D p U <Ap/p> 

N P U I (12.10) 

Here noise (y ) is included but perfect mixing is assumed. This equation shows heating of 
momentum cooling by the betatron oscillation as observed at the pick-up. 

The betatron correction referred back to the pick-up is 

(Ay 3) p u = (Ay ß) K cos Ad, , 

CAyp p [ ] = (Ay ß) K sin Aip . 

Using this to rewrite Eqs. (12.9) and carrying through the analysis for betatron cooling, 
as in the preceding section, we find the cooling rate for the mean square amplitude 

1 _ 2W 
N -2gß cos Ai|> - gg 1 + 

ECDpu <Ap/p>* + y 
E«y f i >* ) 

PU 

(12.11) 

where g^ = g(D^/Dpjj)10. Hence for a distance pick-up to RF gap such that cos A^ < 0, simul
taneous cooling is possible. The desired distance is Ai|/ = n (modulo 2ir) in order to have 
the best efficiency (cos Arp = -1). Also large dispersion D R at the kicker is useful in this 
case for good betatron cooling. 

If the distance cannot be chosen so as to have cos top < 0, then = 0 avoids heating 
of horizontal oscillations by momentum cooling (the more general condition is = 0 and 

This applies to all momentum-cooling methods which use an RF gap as a kicker; hence 
0, D£ = 0 is frequently aimed for at the location of the momentum kicker. 
The condition y^py > ; > Dpn(Ap/p) ensures good betatron cooling. This is also generally 

true for all methods which use a horizontal position pick-up, such as the van der Meer method 

D ¿ = 0 ) . 

D K = 

discussed in the previous section; D, PU ° > D PU 0 is therefore frequently aimed for at the 
position of the horizontal pick-up for transverse cooling. For Palmer momentum cooling, the 
inverse [n

PII(Ap/p) » y^] is favoured for minimizing the 'betatron noise'. For combined 
y ß at the horizontal and longitudinal cooling by the Hereward method a compromise (y 

F 
pick-up) has to be found. 

These considerations have (hopefully) provided us with some insight into the problems 
of 'cross-heating'. We mention two other tricks which have been considered for avoiding 
horizontal heating by momentum cooling: i) splitting the momentum kicker into two units 
spaced by AiJ) = TT, or ii) a horizontal kick proportional to the momentum kick. In the second 
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case the compensator has to be displaced by Aip = 7T/2 from the momentum kicker if D is large, 
or Aijj = 0 if D' is large at the up kicker. 

When the mixing is imperfect, it is (sometimes) also possible to decouple the horizon
tal-longitudinal heating, as the two signals have different frequency bands. This becomes 
clearer in the frequency domain analysis. 

HISTORY 

For a long time the principle of stochastic cooling was regarded as too far-fetched to 
be practical. A first experimental demonstration was tried only seven years after its inven
tion and three years after the first publication of the idea (Table 6). The inventor, 
S. van der Meer, and the early workers had (mainly?) emittance cooling of high-intensity beams 
in mind, with a view to improving the luminosity in the CERN ISR. 

A new era began in 1975 when Strolin, coming back from a visit to Novosibirsk, and 
Thorndahl realized the interest of stochastic cooling — for both emittance and momentum — 
of low-intensity p beams for the purpose of stacking. Stochastic cooling at low intensity 
is different from the original van der Meer cooling. The extension of the theory [to g < 1 
in Eq. (9-2)] first done by Hereward and Thorndahl, and the design of the momentum cooling 
hardware (Thorndahl, Carrón), are perhaps as fundamental as the original invention and the 
earlier feasibility studies by van der Meer and Schnell. 

Following upon this broadening of the field of application, in 1975 Strolin et al. 
worked out p collection schemes of the ISR using stacking in momentum space, and Rubbia et 
al. made their first proposals for the pp scheme for the SPS using similar techniques of 
stochastic cooling and accumulation. This work gave new life to the idea at a time when the 
ISR was routinely stacking such high proton currents that proton beam-cooling became un
necessary — or even impossible. Further milestones between 1975 and 1980 were the invention 
of the filter method of momentum cooling, the refinement of the stochastic stacking schemes, 
the results of the initial cooling experiment (ICE), and last, but not least, the success of 
the AA. The ICE ring was used to make a careful comparison of cooling theory with reality, 
including bunched beam cooling. By the middle of 1978 all systems worked so well that beam 
lifetimes at 2 GeV/c of the order of a week were reached, compared with lifetimes of a few 
hours without cooling. This permitted a measurement of the stability of the antiproton, 
and this experiment improved the lower limit in one go from 120 us to 80 h. 

Running-in of the AA started in the summer of 1980, and since 1981/82, stacks of 10*1 p 
are routinely accumulated from batches of a few 106 p per second. The AA uses a total of 
seven cooling systems for longitudinal cooling of different 'regions' of the beam and for 
horizontal and vertical emittance cooling. Time constants are of the order of a second at up 
to 5 x io6 p or 30 minutes for 10 1 1 p, thus nearing design specifications. The AA is at 
the heart of CERN's antiproton programme, which culminated in the observation of the Inter
mediate Vector Bosons predicted by the unifying electroweak theory. 

From about 1978 onwards, other laboratories, especially the Novosibirsk group, an ANL-
LBL-Fermilab collaboration and, more recently, a group at the INS Tokyo, have done work (both 
experimental and theoretical) on stochastic cooling. This work has placed emphasis on various 
important aspects such as low-noise cryogenic amplifiers, very high frequency systems, cooling 
of heavy ions, or cooling of bunches. 

In 1983 the Tevatron-1 project at Fermilab and the p collector ACOL to be added to the 
AA at CERN were approved. Both systems aim at stochastic cooling and stacking of antiprotons 
at a rate of several 107 p per second. 
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Table 6 
HISTORY 

Prehistory 
Liouville 1838 Invariance of phase space area 
Schottky 1918 

History 

Noise in d.c. electron beams 

van der Meer 1968 Idea of stochastic cooling 
ISR staff (Borer, 
Bramham, Hereward, 
Hübner, Schnell, 
Thorndahl) 

1972 Observation of proton beam Schottky 
noise 

van der Meer 1972 Theory of emittance cooling 
Schnell 1972 Engineering studies 
Hereward 1972-74 Refined theory, low-intensity cooling 
Bramham, Carrón, 
Hereward, Hübner, 
Schnell, Thorndahl 

1975 First experimental demonstration of 
emittance cooling 

Palmer (BNL), Thorndahl 1975 Idea of low-intensity momentum cooling 
Strolin, Thorndahl 1975 p accumulation, schemes for the ISR 

using stochastic cooling 
Rubbia 1975 fi accumulation, schemes for the SPS 
Thorndahl, Carrón 1976 Experimental demonstration of p cooling 
Thomdahl, Carrón 1977 Filter method of p cooling 
Sacherer, Thorndahl, 
van der Meer, 

1977-78 Refinement of theory; imperfect mixing, 
Fokker-Planck equations 

ICE team 1978 Detailed experimental verification 
Herr 1978 Demonstration of bundled beam cooling 
AA team 1981-82 Accumulation of several 10 1 1 p from 

batches of several 106, cooling times 
close to design specifications 

LEAR team 1982 Stochastic cooling to permit loss-free 
deceleration of p. Interest in combining 
stochastic and electron cooling. 

Kilian 1982 Stochastic cooling of heavy ions (pro
posals) 

Novosibirsk group 1980/82 Stochastic cooling experiments, work on 
cooling theory 

ANL-LBL-Fermilab group 1979/83 Theoretical and hardware studies, 
stochastic cooling experiments at FNAL 

TARN group at INS Tokoyo 1983/84 Stochastic cooling experiments in the 
TARN ring 

Fermilab group 1983 Design report of the Tevatron-1 project 
using a debuncher ring and an accumu
lated ring for fast stochastic cooling 
and stacking of 4 x 107 p per second 

AA team 1983 Design report of the p collector ACOL 
using fast momentum and emittance 
cooling of 4 x 10 7 p per second 

Berkeley group 1983 p collection scheme for 20 TeV* colliders. 
Collection of S x 10" p per second. 

SPS p team 1983 Feasibility study of bunched beam cooling 
in the SPS collider 
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Table 7 
Development of cooling rates: 

number of particles that can be cooled 
with time constants of Is. 

Machine Maximum number of particles 
for cooling time of 1 s 

Cooling system 
bandwidth 

(GHz) 

ISR 1975-77 10 s 0.1 
ICE 1978 105-106 0.25 
AA 1982 106-107 1 
ACOL, TEVATRON 1985/86 107-108 2 
p-source for 20 TeV collider (1990?) 10 9 (10l0) 4 (10) 

The rapid development of stochastic cooling over the last decade is illustrated by 
Table 7, which gives the cooling rate obtained or aimed at. Roughly one order of magnitude 
was gained every four years in the cooling power, i.e. in the number of particles which can 
be cooled with a time constant of 1 s. Probably an 'absolute' limit in the range 109 to 
10 1 0 per second will soon be reached (in the projects!) unless frequencies much above 10 GHz 
can be used where (most) vacuum chambers transmit waveguide modes and the beam size becomes 
comparable to the RF-wavelength. 

Since about 1980, interest in cooling of heavy ion beams is rapidly increasing, and the 
combination of stochastic 'precooling' with post-cooling by electrons looks attractive for 
some applications at the low-energy end. At the very highest energies, ideas on bunched beam 
cooling have been followed up, and a thorough study on stochastic cooling of bunches in the 
SPS collider is being carried out. 

* * * 
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% - f 

The corresponding change in emittance (E^) can be calculated from the betatron equa
tions 

y^ = /f3E/iT sin ((/ 

y^ = /E/(ßir) (-i ß ' sin + cos i|;) . 

The result is a more involved expression for the betatron heating and a change of the 
optiumum spacing for simultaneous cooling. 
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PART II: DESCRIPTION IN FREQUENCY DOMAIN 

1. INTRODUCTION 
In Part II we restart from the frequency spectrum of the pick-up signals, the so-called 

Schottky noise spectrum of a coasting beam which was discovered and pioneered at the ISR. 
This approach to stochasic cooling, first used by Hereward and Sacherer in 1978, permits 
a clearer picture of mixing and of heating by the ampflifier and by the other particles. 
We then briefly try to appreciate signal suppression due to 'the feedback via the beam', 
also first observed at the ISR and included in cooling theory by F. Sacherer. Although prob
ably not too important for the cooling itself, the signal reduction has become an important 
diagnostic tool for optimizing the system, harmonic by harmonic. Finally, we try to get a 
first feeling for the more general cooling equations which describe the evolution of the 
particle distribution. The filter method of Thorndahl and Carrón, which is a vital ingre
dient in all low-intensity cooling rings, is introduced in this context. 

Part II (like Part I) is devoted to the beginner. Those who want to design a cooling 
system will have to consult the more technical literature. 

2. NOISE SIGNALS FROM A COASTING BEAM 
Imagine the pick-up signal from a single particle going around at constant revolution 

frequency in a storage ring. On each traversal the particle induces a short current pulse 
i(t) with a length given by the transit time At in the pick-up (Fig. 1). The area under 
this pulse is determined by the charge which passed the current pick-up, i.e. / i(t) dt = e. 

Fig. 1 The current pulse due to a single particle passing a longitudinal 
pick up and its equivalent square pulse. The area under tl»'¡ pulse 
/ i(t)dt = î • At = e is given by the charge which has passed the pick up. 
The transit time At depends on the length and the shape of the electrodes 
as well as on the particle velocity. Except for very high frequency, i(t) 
can be approximated by a ö-funetion eô(t-tjç). 

This current pulse can be approximated by a delta-function (Fig. 1), unless we are 
interested in its very high-frequency content (f > 1/At). Viewed over many revolutions, 
the pick-up signal (Fig. 2a) is then a train of short pulses spaced by the revolution time 
T = l/f„. It can be approximated using the periodic delta-function 6(t - mT): 

fi(t) 

i(t) = e 6(t - t k - mT) . (2.1) 

Here the 'passage time' t^ is given by the initial conditions, namely the time at which the 
particle was injected. 
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Fig. 2 a) Time and frequency spectrum of the pick up signal from a single particle coasting 
at revolution f 0 = 1/T. b) Time and frequency spectrum for a particle of frequency £l = 1/T 
and a second particle with £ 2 = £ t — Af 0 < £ . 

Using the Fourier expansion of the periodic delta-function, Eq. (2.1) can also be written 
as 

CO 

i ft) = i o + i n cos nw„(t - t k) (2.2) 
n=l 

where 
i„ = e/T = ef„ , i = 2i = 2ef„ , œ„ = 2ÏÏ/T = 2irf . o ' o ' n o o ' o o 

Thus in the frequency domain the single-particle current is described by a line spectrum 
(Fig. 2a) with a ray at each harmonic nf0 of the revolution frequency. In the delta 
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approximation all lines have the same height, 2effl, except for the d.c. component i 0 = ef 0 < 

It is sometimes useful to write Eq. (2.2) in terms of its sine and cosine components: 

i(t) = i 0 + £ a n cos noj0t + t>n sin nt^t (2.3) 

where 

an = *n c o s n*k = 2 io c o s "^k ' 
bn = *n s i n n*k = 2 i ° s i n n,J,k ' 

and 

Next, assume a particle of a slightly different frequency f . It will have a similar time 
and frequency spectrum with lines at kTj and nf , respectively (Fig. 2b). Hence, for a beam 
with a distribution of revolution frequencies between f = f - Af /2 and f = f „ + Af„/2, 

n 1 0 0 2 o 0' » 
one expects a spectrum with bands around each harmonic nf of the revolution frequency 
(Fig. 3). The mth band extends from mfj = mf 0 - mAf0/2 to mf 2 = mf0 + mAf0/2. Its width 
is therefore mAf0. 

This simple picture introduces the possible frequency content of a beam in a storage 
ring. To calculate the strength of these bands, a slightly more involved analysis is needed, 
taking the initial phases (tot̂, in Eq. 2.1) of the particles into account1'2). 

Let us assume a distribution of initial times t^ [Eq. (2.2)] between 0 and the revolu
tion time T = 2TT/UJ. In the time domain the pick-up signal is then a dense series of pulses 
which looks like a d.c. current with, superimposed on it, a high-frequency current with a 
wavelength spectrum given by the spacing of the particles. For uniformly spaced particles in 
typical beams with 105 to 10 1 0 particles per metre the a.c. component is in the 10 1 3-10 1 8 Hz 

f i ' in 

time • 

I" If) 

n=1 
n 

2 
n —H 

i 
W--Af=n*Af0 

k — f o — •*> 
i 11 

frequency 

Fig. 3 Time and frequency spectrum of a group of particles with a distribution of revolution 
frequencies fç ± Af?/2. The nth band of the frequency spectrum has a width nAf0. The height 
of the bands is arbitrary at this stage. 
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A I rms 

1 

time (10 x extended scale) 

Fig. 4 The pick up current I(t) of a coasting beam consists of a DC current I 0
 a N and a 

fluctuating (noise) component with an r.m.s. /A(I)2 = A l r m s « The highest frequencies 
resolved are given by the bandwidth of the acquisition system. 

region (X = 10"5 to 10" 1 0 m) and is not resolved by the pick-up. If, on the contrary, initial 
phases are distributed in a random manner, as they are for instance in a beam emerging from 
a cathode, then the statistical fluctuation of the number of particles per time interval At^ 
leads to a noise-like current (Fig. 4) with frequency components in the bands discerned 
above. 

We shall now try to estimate the density of the noise in these 'Schottky bands'^ of 
a coasting beam. 

As a first step let us single out a group of N' particles all having the same revolu
tion frequency f = IO/2TI. The contributions (2.3) of these particles can be added up to give 
the current I'(t) of the subgroup: 
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I'(t) = I o' + Y, A
n
 c°s nut + B n sin nut , (2.4) 

where each of the Fourier coefficients is the sum of the corresponding N' single-particle 
contributions : 

N' 
A n = £ ank = Ç 2 io c o s nh k=l J 1 R k 

• Z 

and 

Equivalently: 

B = ¿j 2i sin TVp* (2.Sa) n k o k 
I = N'i o o 

(2.Sb) 
B n = 2i0 Im I e i n*k . 

In general, we only know the statistical properties of the distribution of initial phases. 
Our aim is then to derive the corresponding 'probable' values of the Fourier coefficients 
in order to determine the statistical properties of the current (2.4). We are especially 
interested in the average current I and the mean squared fluctuation (AI')2 = (AI' ) 2 . 
This flutuating noise current — or rather those of its components that fall into the band
width of the system ~ leads to the heating of a test particle during stochastic cooling 
(incoherent effect, as discussed in Part I) as we shall see later. Also, a spectrum analyser 
will record the frequency components (I')2 of (AI')2. We can define 

I « s < i ' C t ) > T 

(Ai') 2H([i'(t)-i; v] 2) T, ( 2 - 6 ) 

where (...)T is the average over a sufficiently long time, say the revolution time T (or 
multiples of it). Obviously then from Eq. (2.4): 

U v ^ i " N ' e f . C 2 - 7 ) 

(AI')2 - Y, ( An / Z) + &n/2) (2-8) 

n 
Equation (2.8) gives the mean square current fluctuation in terms of the contributions of its 
spectral lines. The quantity I^2 + (AI')2 is the (average) power of the current [Eq. (2.4)] 
dissipated in a IP. resistor, and (AI')2 [Eq. (2.8)] defines the power spectrum of the noise 
of I'(t). The spectral line at nio contributes 

(I')2 = CA2/2) + (B2/2) . (2.9) 
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So far we have not specified the distribution of the initial phases We now assume a 
2 T ; „ (2,5a) random distribution such that in working out the probably values of A 2 and B 2 from Eq 

the sums over cross-terms cancel and 
-N' 

(2i0): 

lk=l 
cos n<|<k - C2 i 0 )

: 

N' E (cos rvp. Y' 
k=l K 

(2.10a) 

and in a similar fashion 

Then from Eq. (2.9): 

N' 
(2i ) 2 E (sinn*) 2 

k=l K 
(2.10b) 

N' 
(I')2 = (2i0)2 E Csin n V k) 2/2 + (cos n*k)'/2 - (2i 0) 2 N'/2 , 

that is 

(I')2 = 2e2f2N' 'n (2.11) 

In other words, for random ty^ the Fourier coefficients [Eq. (2.5a)] are sums of random num
bers, and the probable value of the result is obtained by quadratic addition of the single-
particle contributions; or equivalently [see Eq. (2.5b)], the random walk problem for the 
vector e^ n^, i.e. the addition of N' vectors with unit length and random angle, leads to a 
sum vector with probable length M1" and arbitrary direction. 

Equation (2.11) specifies the intensity of the n t n spectral line of the mean-squared 
noise current for a group of N' monoenergetic (equal f r e v) particles. The Fourier expansion 
of the current [Eq. (2.4)] consistent with this is 

A I ' ( t ) = 2efvW E c ° s n u t + cf> . 

n=l n 

(2.12) 

This follows immediately, writing Eq. (2.4) in 'phase amplitude' form: 

I'Ct) - Ij = E + B£ cos nut + <j)n 

and taking the probable values of A 2, B 2 from Eq. (2.10). The unknown phases <f>n are of no 
importance for the present considerations. Our main result is expressed by Eqs. (2.11) and 
(2.12), which indicate a noise current with spectral lines at all harmonics of the revolu
tion frequency and a (probable) 'power contribution' 2e2f2N' and Fourier amplitude 2efA^ 
for each harmonic (up to a cut-off due to trasit time!). 

This is for a beam with equal f and random In reality we are faced with a distribu
tion of revolution frequencies (fr) between, say, f 0 ± AfQ/2. Clearly, then, the different 
components of f contribute current in the range n(f0 ± Af Q/2) around each harmonic n, as 
discussed above. We thus have a band spectrum, the so-called 'Schottky noise spectrum1)' 
(or 'Schottky band spectrum') of a coasting beam. For a subgroup with a very narrow range 
df r of frequencies we can still apply Eq. (2.11). Let N' (fr)dfr = (dN/dfr)dfr be the frac
tion of particles with f ± df^/2, and call their contribution to the n^1 band d(I) 2. Then 
from Eq. (2.11) 
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dCD n = 2 . « ^ 
r 
df 

or 

(2.13) 

This gives the spectral density of the noise (of the mean squared current fluctuation) in 
the n t h Schottky band. By virtue of Eq. (2.13) the observation of a Schottky band on a 
spectrum analyser provides the frequency distribution dN/dfr which is proportional to the 
momentum distribution of the beam (as df0/f0

 Œ dp/p). An example is given in Fig. 5, which 
shows the Schottky noise spectrum before and after momentum cooling of a 600 MeV/c LEAR beam. 

+ Ap above transition (ISR) 
+ Ap below transition energy (LEAR!) 

Fig. 5 'Schottky scan' of a coasting beam in LEAR at 600 MeV/c before and after momentum 
cooling. The signal from a longitudinal pick up is analysed using a spectrum analyser which 
records the amplitude of the noise current v.s. frequency. The scan is centred at the 20th 
harmonic of the revolution frequency (fo s 2 MHz) and covers 1/10 of the spacing between two 
adjacent bands. The horizontal coordinate is momentum (Ap/p * 7 x lO ' V d i v ) . The vertical 
coordinate is proportional to the square root of the momentum distribution i.e. to /dN/dp. 
During cooling the momentum spread decreases and the density increases by a factor °o 4. 
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The band near 40 MHz (n = 20) is scanned. The horizontal coordinate is frequency or, equi-
valently, momentum (Af/f = 0.5 x 10~3 per division, corresponding to Ap/p = 0.7 * 10~3 for 
the given machine conditions). The vertical coordinate is /dN/df = /dN/dp because the 
analyser records 'current', i.e. /dl2/df versus frequency. Let us now have a closer look 
at the behaviour of these bands for different harmonic number n. 

Integrating Eq. (2.13) over a band (f going from f 0 - Af„/2 to f 0 + fQ/2 and simpli
fying by using Af0 « f ), we have for the total noise per band, 

2e2f2N 

I, = Nef0 

2el f , 
C2.14) 

In other words: the area of each Schottky noise band (in a dl2/df versus f-diagram) is con
stant. Since the n t n band has a width Af = nAf0, the spectral density decreases with 1/n. 
This is also obvious from Eq. (2.13) as we now regard the band on its proper frequency scale 
f = nf r, so that dl2/df = (1/n) dl2/dfr. We thus have the situation sketched in Fig. 6 where 
the width of the bands increases and the height decreases linearly with n. 

* dftfj/df 

-h=2elof0/nAf0 

—W\^4—Af=n.Af0 

h=.2e]o 

bad mixing s -

frequency • 
-*• good mixing • 

Fig. 6 Schottky noise bands (rectangular approximation) of a coasting beam. The nth band, 
centred at nf„, has a width nAf„ and an effective height 2Ne 2f 0 • f 0/nAf 0. The bands describe 
the power spectrum of the current fig. 4; f 0 ± Af Q/2 is the range of revolution frequencies. 
At high harmonics (n > f„/Af 0) bands overlap and the height (spectral density) of the noise 
power is 2Ne 2f = 2el„ as for classical shot noise. The width of the bands is exagerated. 

It can be useful to approximate the noise spectrum by rectangular bands with width nAf 
and height equal to the average noise density (Fig. 6), where 

ml 
band nAf = 2el o nAïT ¡(2.15) 

by virtue of Eq. (2.14). Observe that at low frequencies the bands are well separated and 
Eq. (2.15) approximates the density for a frequency inside a band. 

At high frequencies (nAf > f 0), bands overlap and several bands contribute to the noise 
at a given point f. If adjacent bands just touch the density, Eq. (2.15) becomes 

dl2/df = 2el„ (2.16) 

Equation (2.16) remains true for the density at higher frequencies where many bands overlap, 
because (qualitatively) near f = mf 0, with mAf „ = if 0, Si bands contribute each with a density 
= 2el„/i. 
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Equation (2.16) agrees with the spectral density of the 'shot noise' (or 'Schottky 
noise') of a 'continuous' electron beam emerging from a cathode3). It was calculated in a 
classical paper by Schottky in 1918. In contrast to a coasting beam the classical shot 
noise has a continuous spectrum. 

To summarize, for a coasting beam we have (cf. fig. 6) 
at low frequency: separated bands wi.th a noise density in the n t n band higher by f0/nAf0 

than for the classical shot noise; 
at high frequency: overlapping bands with a noise density as for the classical Schottky 

noise. 
Remember that [from Eq. (2.10) onwards] results are for a beam with a random distribution 
of particle positions (initial phases). If the positions are ordered, the Schottky signals 
change. A 'signal suppression' is frequently observed during the action of the cooling 
system (see Section 7). Also, in a bunched beam, strong signals (with a current proportional 
to N instead of ¿Ñ) occur at harmonics of the bunch frequency up to a cut off region deter
mined by the bunch length. Our main results [Eqs. (2.13) to (2.16)] specify the power spectrum 
of the current of a coasting beam. The current (Fig. 4) itself can be imagined by interpret
ing Eq. (2.4) as the contribution dl/dfr of a group with a narrow range f ± dfr/2 of revolu
tion frequencies. Hence, for the beam [integrating Eq. (2.4) over the frequency content] 

£.+Af 
I(tj = I + f In(fr) cos (nut + <t>n)dfr 

This gives a Fourier expansion type of representation of the current sketched in Fig. 4. 
To conclude our consideration of the coasting beam noise, let us sketch yet another 

(qualitative) derivation which reveals the close relation to the fluctation of the number of 
particles per unit length. 

Suppose we centre a band-pass filter with a bandwidth W = f„ equal to the revolution 
frequency on the first Schottky band f = f0, n = 1. From the bandwidth/pulse-length relation 
discussed in Part I of this lecture, we know that such a system resolves the beam into samples 
of a length T g = l/(2f0) = T/2, i.e. into two samples per turn. For a random distribution, 
the number of particles in each sample is N/2 with a probable deviation of +/N/2, as given by 
Poisson's law. 

As a simple model, assume that the density varies sinusoidally: 
dN' _ N' . fW u . . 
I t " ~T / T I ' 

so that in the first sample (0 < t < T/2) the number / (dN'/dt)dt = N'/2 + /H>/2, and in the 
second, N'/2 - /N'/2. The corresponding current is 

I'(t) = Ñ'e = (N'e/T) + verfPJl/T sin art 

with the mean square variation for the first band: 

d ' ) 2 = { D ' C t ) - i ; ] 2 ) T = 4 2 N ' ( e f 0 ) 2 . 

This is the same as Eq. (2.11) except for the factor i r 2/8. The transition from the mono-
energetic group (N') to a beam can proceed as before. Consideration of the noise near higher 
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harmonics n can start from the possible number of particles in the corresponding 2n samples 
as given by the Poisson distribution. 

3. COOLING BY HARMONICS 
Suppose now that the cooling loop acts proportionally to the error x of a single particle 

times the longitudinal current, i.e. it is convenient to work in terms of 
y = S, -x-i(t) , (3.1) 

where Sj is a proportionality factor and i(t) is the single-particle current [Eq. (2.1)]. 
To fix our ideas, we may think of Palmer cooling, where the pick-up signal is proportional 
to the particle current and the radial displacement x = D • (Ap/p). 

Now transform to the frequency domain, introduce the Schottky noise (ygCn) due to the 
other particles and assume for the moment a bandwidth W 
single passage correction is 

f„ including only one band. The 

yc(f) - y(£) = -Xny(f) - ^ t j ) (3.2) 

where X is the 'gain' in the band under consideration and 'a* is a constant which describes 
the response of the particle to the Schottky noise. Rather than to derive this response, we 
adjust 'a' to recover results of the time domain analysis. We invoke that a particle will 
mainly respond to components of the noise with a frequency very close to its revolution 
harmonic2 . Other frequency components will rapidly fall out of synchronism with the 
particle. The perturbation is then proportional to the noise density at the corresponding 
frequency nfr. 

As before (Part I), we work out the change of the squared error of a test particle 

A[y2(f)] = y 2 - y 2 = -2Av2 + X > z + a W n'Sch ™ 5 c h 

Average over many turns, take the noise and test-particle signal uncorrelated so that 
(yySch) 0, and anticipate X^ « 1 (see below), i.e. neglect X^ y 2 « 2Xny2 to obtain the 
cooling rate (per second): 

I . f Ä . f 2X x » (y2) c 
Now use Eqs. (2.14), (2.15), and (3.1) to write 

a2X frlch)* 
n <y2> (3.3) 

0&h> 
Î2 x 2 2Ne2f2 

i rms o 

fo 
nÂTT 

nAf < f 
0 o 

nAf, > f 
3 - 0 

(separated bands) 

(overlapping) 
Take again as a 'typical' particle one with y 

y 2 = S 2 

y r m s t 0 w r i t e L " s e e E c l * C 3 , 1 ) a n d (2-2)]: 

rms (2ef0): 

Rewrite Eq. (3.3): 
i = f Ï2X - SÍ NX2M (Af j l 
T o|_ n 2 n n v o J 

"A£0 < f , 

nAf„ > f o - o 

(3.4) 
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Identify X n = 2g/N and a = 1, to recover the familiar result [Eq. (7.6) 0f Part I] in the 
limit of large Af o, i.e. for good mixing: 

T ~ N° *-2gn " ^ * 

(one band, M n = 1) 

For i = W/f bands we can add up the contributions (3.4) as the 'cross terms' between dif
ferent bands average out in Eq. (3.3). Including finite frequency spread: 

(3.5a) 

For constant = g (independent of n) this simplifies to give 

(3.5b) 

We thus identify the mixing factor 

M (3.6a) 

with M n given under Eq. (3.4). If all bands are non-overlapping we have I = W/fo bands con
tributing and we may write: 

Equation (3.6) then agrees with the common sense expectation that a spread in revolution 
times equal to about one sample length assures good mixing (M •* 1). 

The frequency domain analysis has thus provided us with more insight as we obtain: 
i) A more general cooling equation which includes gain variation with n and mixing. It 

can be optimized, harmonic by harmonic, 
ii) An interpretation of bad mixing as enhancement of the incoherent heating, because the 

noise density is increased by M n > 1. 
This is the interpretation introduced by Sacherer in 1978 2) shortly after an expression 
similar to Eq. (3.6a) had been derived by van der Meer5) using time domain analysis. 

The approximation of 'rectangular' frequency distribution ~ implicitly used in this 
subsection — is slightly pessimistic if we are mainly interested in the cooling speed of 
particles with large error. This is because in the tails the noise density is lower than 
average. 

4. NOISE-TO-SIGNAL RATIO BY HARMONICS 
An (idealized) amplifier characterized by a noise figure v (dB) and an input resistance 

R produces a noise current which ~ referred to the input — has a spectral density which is 
constant in the passband and is given by 3) : 

(3.6b) 

We may use the sample length T g = 1/(2W) (see Part I) and |AfQ/fJ = |AT/T| to express 

WATT " Ä T 7 2 
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I 2 

u 
ÄT 10 v/io

 k T e (4.1) 

where k is the Boltzmann constant and T ß the température (K). As an example, 

v = 1.5 dB, T e = 300 K, R = 50 fi 
Af = 250 MHz/^\I 2 = (170 nA) 2 . 

Equation (4.1) is similar to the Nyquist-Jdhnson relation3) for the thermal noise of a 
resistor: 

Af * R * 

and sometimes the equivalent noise temperature 4T e Q = 10V/"° T g is used to specify amplifier 
noise by Eq. (4.2). The total (Schottky and amplifier) noise entering the cooling loop is 
shown in Fig. 7. 

(4.2) 

• dl2(f)/df 

Schotrky noise 

frequency • 

• good mixing • 

Fig. 7 Amplifier and Schottky noise which determine the incoherent heating. The amplifier 
noise has a continuous spectrum with a density dl 2/df = 10 v/ 1 0 k T e/R given by the noise 
figure v of the low level system. The Schottky noise has the band spectrum, fig. 6. The 
width of the bands is exagerated. 

To work out the noise-to-signal ratio U we compare Eq. (4-1) with the average spectral 
density of the Schottky noise. In the definition of U, good mixing has been assumed, so we 
have to take Eq. (2.16), 

,Sc,h _ 2fje2f 

as the noise density with respect to which U is defined. The pick-up current is only some 
fraction S, < 1 of the beam current Ig^; Si contains construction details and has to be 
measured or calculated. For a difference pick-up as used for transverse and Palmer cooling, 
the ratio beam size/plate spacing enters. If the signal power from npy gaps or plate pairs 
is added (using a combiner), U is decreased accordingly. It can be expressed as 
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10 ,v/io 
U = 

kTe/R 
S\ 2Ne 2f 0n p i J 

(4.3) 

For example: 
N = 109 f. = 1 MHz, Af = 250 MHz, 

/y I2,.,, = (120 nA) 2 

Sch 
S, = 0.5, 
S\ U = 1.2 . 

I 2 

v (170 nA) ! 

The possible increase of U as the beam shrinks, and many construction details, are hidden in 
Sj. In addition, Eq. (4.3) is not valid for 'travelling-wave pick-ups'6) which add the cur
rent rather than the signal power from several gaps. With current addition, U <* np]j. 

Equation (4.3) reveals that in the noise limit the cooling rate, Eq. (9.2) of Part I, 
2W 
Nil 

is independent of the intensity N. 

5. MIXING PICK-UP TO KICKER 
Let the 'typical' test particle pass the pick-up at t = 0 and the kicker at t T + XPK 

+ ATpK> Let the correction take the nominal time T p I f to travel from pick-up to kicker. PK 
Assume again a bandwidth W = f covering one harmonic for the moment, and regard only the 
effect of the particle upon itself. From Eq. (3.1) and (3.2) the single passage correction 
is written as 

A • S n i x.i n(AT p K) 
= y - A n • y • cos (n • tu • AT p K) . 

(5.1) 

Going through the standard procedure again to work out (y2 - y 2 ) , summing over harmonics 
we find the 'coherent effect1 as expressed by the first term in Eq. (3.5a) modified: 

nt+A nt+A 

! E g n - ! E g n
 c o s <™ A TPK> (5.2a) 

or for constant gn = g, 
n +£ 

2g * 2g j E cos (nuATpK) (5.2b) 

Hence, the harmonic method gives an improved expression also for the unwanted mixing, and we 
can identify the factor (1-M-2) used in Part I, 

n,+Ä 
g • (1-M-2) = j E g n cos (raoATpK) 

ni 

as the average cosine of the phase error in the passband. 
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The incoherent effect remains unchanged in our approximation as the Schottky noise is 
stationary and thus independent of the time of arrival. 

6. BETATRON OSCILLATION AND TRANSVERSE SCHOTTKY SIGNALS 
To look at transverse cooling in the frequency domain it is useful to understand the 

noise signals induced by a coasting beam on a position-sensitive pick-up1^. Imagine a 
single particle of constant revolution f which performs a betatron oscillation 
x^ = â , cos Qut + <f>k around the ideal orbit x = 0. The time-domain signal is the series of 
short current pulses [Eq. (2.1)] modulated in strength by the oscillation (Fig. 8): 

i(t) = eô(t-tk-nT) a k cos Quit + <j>k . (6.1) 

J 
I* T — • '•I lime • " 

f l l f ) 

" i 
k (n-Q)f0 H« (n+0.)f0 *\ 

frequency • 

Fig. 8 Time and frequency domain signal of a particle performing a betatron oscillation. 
A position sensitive pick up records a short pulse at each traversal modulated in amplitude 
by the oscillation. The frequency spectrum contains lines at the two sideband frequencies 
(n±Q)f 0 of each revolution harmonic n f 0 . 

Using again the expansion (2.2) (as well as the trigonometric identity cos a cos B = 
= l/2[cos (ct+e) + cos (ct-8)]):' 

i(t) = • e • f • [cos (Qut + <f>k) + y cos (n+Q)tot + \¡>n+ + cos (n-Q)cot + \pn_ J 
n=l 

*„+ = ±K - nut. . , (6.2) 

This defines the 'transverse frequency content' of the beam, 
bands (n±Q)u for each harmonic n of the revolution frequency 
of an amplitude-modulated oscillator. 

It is characterized by two side-
— similar to the two sidebands 
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before 

after 
cool ing 

noise 

Fig. 9 E x a m p l e o f a h o r i z o n t a l S c h o t t k y s c a n i n L E A R a t 6 0 0 M e V / c . T h e c e n t r a l b a n d , t h e 
h a r m o n i c n = 100 o f t h e r e v o l u t i o n f r e q u e n c y , i s v i s i b l e a s t h e b e a m i s n o t c o m p l e t e l y c e n t 
r e d a t t h e p o s i t i o n p i c k u p . T h e r i g h t a n d l e f t b a n d s a r e t h e s i d e b a n d s ( 9 8 + Q ) f o a n d 
( 1 0 2 - Q ) f o w h e r e Q * 2 . 3 . D u r i n g e m i t t a n c e c o o l i n g t h e s i d e b a n d s d e c r e a s e . T h e d i f f e r e n c e 

b e t w e e n t h e b a s e l i n e o f t h e t r a c e a n d t h e b o t t o m l i n e ( z e r o s i g n a l ) i s g i v e n b y t h e n o i s e 
o f t h e p i c k - u p s y s t e m . T h e s p a n c o v e r s ( a p p r o x i m a t e l y ) h a l f a r e v o l u t i o n i n t e r v a l f „ . 

A spectrum analyser will record two bands per frequency interval f 0 = W/2TT (see Fig. 9). 
Some confusion could arise from the following: In general, Q > 1 and the two bands next to a 
given nfQ are not sidebands to this n but to a higher and a lower harmonic as sketched in 
Fig. 8. Some of this confusion can be avoided by interpreting (6.2) in terms of the non-
integer part q of Q (e.g. q = 0.7 for Q = 2.7). For q < 0.5, the two bands nearest to nf0 

are the n ± q sidebands to the same n (Fig. 10a). For q > 0.5, the situation is shown in 
Fig. 10b. 

a' b.) 
q<0,5 q>0,5 

n-1 n n+1 n-1 n n*1 

Fig. 10 P o s i t i o n o f s i d e b a n d s ( n ± Q ) f „ w h e r e q i s t h e n o n - i n t e g r a l p a r t o f t h e b e t a t r o n t u n e 
q . F o r q < 0 . 5 t h e two b a n d s r i g h t a n d l e f t o f a r e v o l u t i o n h a r m o n i c n a r e t h e b a n d s 
( n ± q ) f ( f i g . 1 0 a ) . F o r q > 0 . 5 t h e two b a n d s c l o s e s t t o n a r e t h e n + 1 - q a n d n - 1 + q 
b a n d s ( f i g . 1 0 b ) . 
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Betatron sidebands are frequently used1) to determine the Q-values. In fact, their ob
servation provides only the distance q or 1-q to the nearest integer. Further information is 
needed in order to know whether Q is just above or below an integer and to determine the 
integral part. 

Having identified the potential frequency content, we now wish to find the noise current. 
Assume a beam with again random longitudinal positions 0 < t^ < T, random 'betatron phases' 
0 < ̂  < 2TT, a distribution n'(a) of betatron amplitudes, and N'(f) of the particles versus 
the sideband frequencies f = (n ± Q)fr- Take the distributions uncorrelated (thus neglecting 
the dependence of Q and/or f on betatron amplitude) and proceed, as in Section 2, to 
evaluate the spectral density of the mean squared current in the bands. One finds: 

df df 2 rms v ; 

Here the r.m.s. amplitude a 2 ^ = / n'(a)a2 da comes from the averaging over the betatron 
amplitudes. 

The width of the n ± q band is given by the frequency spread Af = f 0 • n • (Ap/p) and 
the chromatic q spread Aq = AQ = Q • E¡ • (Ap/p) : 

Af = (n±q)Af0 ± f0Aq 
Af « nAf for large n 

(6.4) 

The chromaticity Ç and the off-energy parameter n = 1/Y2 - I/Y2^ a r e the usual 'machine con
stants' . 

Integrating Eq. (6.3), the total noise per band is found: 

^ Q » N arms • 
Approximating the shape of a band again by a rectangle of width (6.4), the effective height 
(noise density in the band) is 

^ = N ^ a r m s & . ^ 
with Af from Eq. (6.4). Equation (6.6a) gives (in the approximation of rectangular bands) 
the noise acting on a beam particle as long as bands are separated. At high frequencies, 
where many bands overlap, the density is 

lEF = N e 2 fo arms • <6-6b) 
A factor of 1/2 drops out as the n-q and n+q bands contribute at a given f. 

We can now define a mixing factor similar to the longitudinal case. If g n is constant 
and all bands are separated (the case of varying g n is only slightly more difficult and can 
be treated in analogy to the longitudinal case), 

M ß = I E M * ï E 2nAf7 ' (6'7:) 

For harmonics where adjacent n±q bands overlap (as is frequently the case if q is close to 
0.5 or 1), the two bands contribute at a given beam frequency and essentially the factor of 
1/2 has to be left out from the corresponding part of the sum. For high harmonics 
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(nAf0 > f„), the contribution to the sum is again unity instead of f0/2nAf0 or f0/nAf0. Note 
that the summation goes over I = 2W/f 0 terms instead of W/f0 in the longitudinal case. This 
is because we now have two sidebands per harmonic. 

Having defined the transverse mixing factor, let us have a fresh look at horizontal/ 
transverse 'cross-heating' via the cooling systems. If the beam is not well centred at the 
position pick-up, or if the position dispersion due to momentum spread is large, the longi
tudinal bands at nf 0 are also visible. They can lead to betatron oscillation heating at 
frequencies where transverse and longitudinal bands overlap. At lower frequencies where 
bands are separated, this 'cross-heating' is avoided as the longitudinal 'cross-noise' has 
components different from the transverse particle response frequencies. The cooling system 
does, however, process the unwanted noise unless special filters are included to cut the 
transmission at frequencies between the required bands. This is often advantageous, or even 
indispensable, for avoiding saturation of the amplifier by unwanted Schottky noise and thermal 
noise! 

Similar considerations apply to the Palmer-Hereward cooling (Part I). As long as longi
tudinal and transverse bands are separated (which unavoidably means bad mixing!) the cross-
heating included in fcqs. (12.10) and (12.11) of Part I can be avoided. 

Finally, let us have a brief look at the question of beam diagnostics with transverse 
Schottky scans: By virtue of Eq. (6.3), the observation of a betatron sideband on a spectrum 
analyser (recording /dl2/df versus f) gives the r.m.s. betatron amplitude a r m s and the height 
of the band shrinks with transverse cooling, in constrast to the longitudinal bands /dN/df = 
¿dN/dp which increase with momentum cooling. Normalizing to the longitudinal distribution 
(observable on a sum pick-up), the emittance E « a 2 ^ can be deduced and surveyed from the 
transverse Schottky scan. The position of the bands provides information on q-values and, 
comparing the width of adjacent n±q bands (for small n), one can disentangle the Q-spread 
Aq = AQ due to chromaticity Ç. 

In summary, the beam noise is a very rich source of information on the beam properties. 
One just has to 'listen'. 

7. ENHANCEMENT OF SCHOTTKY SIGNALS OR FEEDBACK VIA THE BEAM 
A complete theory for the case of bad mixing has to include the enhancement of beam 

signals by the cooling system. We shall find that this introduces a modification of the 
cooling equation, which is not very important, but a diagnostics tool which can be of great 
practical value. 

Up to now we have assumed random distribution such that the pick-up signals are the 
Schottky signals of a free coasting beam. In reality the kicker imposes a coherent modula
tion and, in the case of imperfect mixing, part of the resulting order is still present at 
the pick-up. The approach — first made by Sacherer2) to cope with this situation — is to 
assume a coherent beam modulation x^ in addition to Schottky and amplifier noise (xg and x n). 
The correction applied at the kicker is proportional to X

D
 + x

s
 + x

n ' 
Amplifier noise and Schottky noise are regarded as stationary random noise, whereas x^ 

is given by the coherent beam response to x^ + x g + xfl (Fig. 11). If only one harmonic 
is present, x g = x se^ w t, etc., a single particle responds with x^e J U ) t. In this simple case 
x^ = (1/N) £ 5L. This 'average beam response* has to be determined from the cooling system 
equation in a self-consistent manner. 

In the case of betatron cooling, one has to solve the betatron equation for a single 
particle2'7). ' 
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v _ ^ A-|xb*x„+xt) 

P U KICKER 

beam 

Fig. 11 Cooling system including the coherent beam modulation x D imposed at tin' kicker and 
Sacherers equivalent feedback loop. Amplifier noise (x n) and Schottky noise (x s) are sta
tionary (time invariant) random noises whereas the coherent modulation is fed back via the 
beam from kicker to the pick-up. This feedback changes the open loop response to x n + x s 

by a 1/1+s where the complex loop gain s depends on the amplification (cooling strength) and 
the degree of mixing between kicker and pick-up. 

h + wß xi = -ZA^b + *s + *n> > C7"1) 
where A is proportional to the cooling strength. To recover our previous result for cooling 
of the betatron amplitude in the case where one band is used, W = f0/2, we have to take 
A = f0gn/2 so that e.g. in the limiting case of only one particle, x^ = x^, x g = 0, X R = 0; 
we obtain 1/T = f g 12 from Eq. (7.1). 

— */ it-

Inserting complex 'trial solutions' x = xe J for all x ¿, x b, involved, the coherent 
response of Eq. (7.1) for one harmonic may be written: 

that is, 
(7.2) 
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where 
n(w.)dio. ••_•>•• r nfiü.jcui)-

Here n(w^) is the distribution of the particles with respect to the sideband frequencies 
u^ = (n ± Q^)u. The dispersion integral involved1*), and hence S, is in general, complex 
owing to the resonant nature of the response. This 'Landau damping' effect") is important 
in the theory of coherent beam stability. The distribution n ( i » K ) in (7.3) has unit area. 

Using Eq. (7.2), the result is that both the pick-up and the kicker signal are modified. 
Instead of the beam and amplifier noise x g + x n, we now have: 

5^ + x s + x n - [1 - S/(1+S)](xs + x n) = [1/(1+S)](xs + x n) . (7.4) 

This expresses the signal suppression when the cooling loop is closed. The conclusion for 
cooling is that both the coherent effect and the incoherent effect are modified. In the 
simple case where S is real, the corresponding factors are 1/(1+S) and [l/(l+S)]2. This can 
be concluded repeating, for example, the analysis of Section 3, taking a signal reduced by 
(1+S) - 1, i.e. taking X n -*• X n(l+S) _ l. In the general case of complex S a slightly more com
plicated analysis gives Re [(l+S)"1] and |l + S|~2, respectively, as the two reduction 
factors. 

The factor (1+S)-1 is very similar to the closed-loop response factor of a feedback 
system. In our cooling problem S(u) is purely real near the centre of the distribution, and 
approximately2»B) [note that we use a sign convention in (7.3) different from Ref. 8, such 
that S is usually positive here]: 

S = So = A7l=Sn4Af;' < 7- 3 a) 

where Au = 2TTAÍ is the frequency spread in the band under consideration. The result (7.3a) 
is obtained because the dispersion integral in Eq. (7.3) has a typical residue -irj/Au. 

We can now modify the amplitude cooling equation. Summing over the Schottky bands we 
write for the centre of the distribution, 

1 _ 1 fo V o g n w gn Un gn \ , 7 r-, T " 1 ~ÏÏ L [ 2 T^~S^ " M n (1+Sn)* " (l+Sn)*J ' ( 7- 5 ) 

Here g n is the gain in the n±Q bands, S n * gnf0/4Afn « g nM n/2; M n = f0/2Afn is the mixing 
factor (6.7) for the band; and the sum goes over all 2W/f0 bands within the passband. Tiro 
things of practical importance emerge. With U R « M n, i.e. with negligible amplifier noise 
and given mixing factor M n > the gain for each band is optimized if: 

(1 + S^' 1 g nM n = 1, i.e. S n = 1 and = 2 . (7.6) 

With the optimum gain (7.6) the signals are suppressed by a factor of 2 in the centre of the 
distribution. This is used as a diagnostics tool. 

With strong amplifier noise the signal suppression is less important. Finally, the 
cooling equation (7.5) has still the familiar form — we can just reinterpret 
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However, and S n = gnMn/2 are linked via the dispersion integral (7.3). Results of this 
section are approximate and the finer details depend on the distribution function entering 
into Eq. (7.3). 

8. DISTRIBUTION FUNCTIONS AND PARTICLE FLUX 
To follow the details of the cooling process, we (may) want to know more than the 

evaluation of the mean-square beam size and the r.m.s. momentum spread — the only quantities 
used up to now to diaracterize cooling. In fact, a beam profile monitor records the particle 
distribution with respect to transverse position (see Fig. 12 as an example), and a longi
tudinal Schottky scan such as Fig. 5 gives the (square root of the) momentum distribution. 
These pictures are rich in fine information on peak densities, densities in the tails, asym
metries, and other practical details which are overlooked if only the r.m.s. is regarded. 

a) 

b) 

Fig. 12 Evolution of beam profile (number of particles vs. vertical position) during sto
chastic cooling test in "ICE". The scans were obtained with a profile monitor which records 
the position of electrons liberated by beam particles through collisions with the residual 
gas. a) Before cooling; b) after 4 min of cooling. 
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It is therefore challenging to find an equation which describes all that can be seen and that 
is of practical importance. Such an equation does in fact existJ 

For stochastic cooling the problem was Cto my knowledge) first tackled by Thorndahl9), 
who already in 1976 worked with a Fokker-Planck type of equation for the particle density. 
This line was followed by virtually all subsequent workers10), and computer codes for solving 
the distribution function equations are extensively used in the design of stochastic cooling 
and stacking systems. 

The basic ideas behind this 'distribution function analysis' are simple, so that also 
the beginner can get — hopefully without too much pain — some first degree of familiarity 
with this powerful tool of cooling theory. I will first give the recipe and then try to 
justify it. 

Let t|/(x) (Fig. 13) be the particle distribution with respect to the error x (e.g. x =» 
= Ap/p). Define i|)(x) = dN/dx so that I ) J ( X ) dx gives the number of particles with an error in 
the range x to x + dx. During cooling we find different distributions ij/(x), taking snap
shots at different times (see Fig. 5 as an example). We characterize this by letting = 
= ij;(x,t) be a function of time also. The partial differential equation which describes the 
dynamics of i/<(x,t) can be written in the following form: 

Ä - e ( - » • " £ ] < • • » 

The cooling is completely characterized by the two coefficients F and D (which describe 
the cooling system) and the initial conditions tKx, t = 0) (which describe the distribution 
at the start). Particle loss due to walls or influx during stacking can be included via ap
propriate boundary conditions t|>(Xj) = 0» W/8x) ( X j ) = const., etc. Two representative 
examples of results obtainable with Eq. (8.1) are given in Fig. 14, taken from Ref. 11, and 
Fig. IS from Ref. 12. 

To analyse a given system we have to find its coefficients F and D. These quantities 
are closely related to the coherent and incoherent effect, respectively, which we have iden
tified before. In fact 

F/f0 = (Ax>t (8.2) 

is the expectation value (long-term average) of the coherent change Ax per turn of the error, 
and 

2D/f0 = <(Ax)2)t (8.3) 

is the expectation of the square of this change. The quantities F and 2D alone are corres
ponding average changes per second. Note the difference between (Ax)2 = (x c~x) 2 used here, 
and A(x2) = x 2 - x 2 as frequently used before! 

* dx 

-Area=N 

Fig. 13 A particle distribution function lp(x) defining 
• the number of particles dN = i|J(x)dx with an error in 

X I the interval from x to x + dx. 
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Fig. 15 Evolution of the stack in the AA during stochastic accumulation. Curves computed 
by S. van der Meer using the distribution function equation with the boundary condition of 
constant particle influx simulating the new p added every 2.6 sec. (Curves taken from 
Ref. 12.) 

The important thing is that a distribution function equation (8.1) -- similar to the 
Fokker-Planck equation used in a variety of fields — exists and that relatively simple pre
scriptions (8.2) and (8.3) permit us to establish the two coefficients F and D for any given 
stochastic cooling system. Incidentally, an equation similar to Eq. (8.1) had long been used 
(before 19761) by the Novosibirsk Group to study the dynamics of electron cooling. Also the 
kinetic equations in plasma physics closely resemble our distribution equation. 

Let us now try to follow a simple derivation of Eqs. (8.1)-(8.3). This derivation is 
due to Thorndahl9). It proceeds along the lines used in textbooks to derive the diffusion — 
or heat transfer — equations which resemble Eq. (8.1). Imagine a distribution function I J J ( X ) 

and calculate, for a particular value xl of x, the number of particles per turn which are 
transferred from x-values below x1 to values above x t (Fig. 16). If the correction per turn 
at the kicker is Ax, then particles with an error between X j and x 0 = xi - Ax (cro-.s-hatched 
area in Fig. 16) pass through x¡. Their number is 

r1 

AN = j <Kx) dx . (8.4) 
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fiflx) 

I i ¡4—Ax M 
xo x. 

Fig, 16 A l o o k a t the d i s t r i b u t i o n f u n c t i o n f i g . 13 through 
a m a g n i f y i n g g l a s s . When the e r r o r f o r p a r t i c l e s w i t h a 
v a l u e near x i i s changed by Ax p a r t i c l e s i n the d a r k shaded 
area have the e r r o r v a l u e changed from v a l u e s below to v a l u e s 
above X ( , E q . ( 8 . 6 ) e x p r e s s e s t h i s a r e a as the d i f f e r e n c e 
between the r e c t a n g l e and the t r i a n g l e s k e t c h e d i n the f i g u r e . 

Expanding <C at xlt 

the integration yields 
* ~ * ( x i ) + 3x ( x ~ x i ) ' 

1 3*Cx.) 
AN = iKXj) • Ax - ± 9 x

1 (Ax)2 

( 8 . 5 ) 

C8.6) 

The first and second terms can be interpreted as the area of the rectangle and the triangle, 
respectively, sketched in Fig. 16 . 

We now define the (average) particle flux 

<f> = f0<AN>t 

as the expected number of particles per second passing a given error value, 
from Eq. ( 8 . 6 ) , the instantaneous flux is: 

- \ 2 s 

Clearly, then, 

f 0(Ax) t Kx) - % <(Ax)2>tg . 
f 

F D 
This gives the flux in terms of F and D as defined by Eqs. ( 8 . 2 ) and ( 8 . 3 ) . The assumption 
has tacitly been made that the change Ax per turn at the kicker is small and iji(x) smooth, 
so that higher expansion terms in Eq. ( 8 . 5 ) can be neglected. 

Having found the flux we can immediately obtain Eq. ( 8 . 1 ) from the continuity equation 

3 £ + 3£= n 3x 3t u • ( 8 . 7 ) 

It states that the change per second of the density is given by the 'gradient'-3<b/3x of the 
flux. This is similar to continuity considerations in other fields like, for instance, the 
charge conservation law of electrodynamics: 

3x 3t u ' 
relating current density j and charge density p. 
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Fig, 17 The flux into and out of a narrow element of width dx 
in \¡i-x. space. An excess of incoming over outgoing flux leads 
to an increase with time of the density i> = AN/dx of particles 
in the element. 

Like other continuity equations, Eq. (8.7) can be obtained by looking at the flux going 
into and coming out of an element of width dx in x-space (Fig. 17): 

Incoming flux per second : ipl 

Outgoing flux per second : <p2 ~ $1 + |^ dx 

Surplus per second : A(¡> = i}> i-<)> 2=--^dx. 

The resulting density increase (per second) in the element is thus 
A* = 3£ 
dx 3x ' 

and conservation of the particle number requires a 3ijj/3t equal to this. 
This completes the derivation. The resulting equation (8.1) agrees with observations 

made in the ISR and all subsequent machines using stochastic cooling. The reader who might 
have had some difficulty in appreciating the derivation may now be pleased to learn that the 
exact form of Eq. (8.1) has been a subject of discussion for quite some time. Looking at the 
derivation of the Fokker-Planck equation in textbooks13), one is tempted to put the coef
ficient D under the second derivative as it is correct for a variety of other stochastic 
processes. In 1977 a machine experiment1'') was performed at the ISR to clear up this question 
for cooling and diffusion problems in storage rings. The experiment clearly indicated that 
in the present case the diffusion term should be 3/3x L"D(3I|;/3X)] as in Eq. (8.1) and not 
(32/3x2) (Di|0 -

9. EXAMPLES AND ASYMPTOTIC DISTRIBUTIONS 
We may conclude from the preceding sections that it is relatively simple to determine the 

distribution equation pertaining to a given cooling problem. It is usually much more dif
ficult to solve the equation. This is because in general the coefficients F and D are func
tions of x, t, and itself. Analytical solutions have therefore only been obtained in a few 
simple cases. 

As an example, let us briefly look at Palmer cooling with the following simplifying as
sumption: No unwanted mixing, and Schottky noise negligible compared with amplifier noise. 
Using x <* (Ap/p), the correction per turn is 

Ax = -g[(x)s + x n] 
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as given by Eq. (9.1) in Part I. In analogy to Eq. (5.1) in Part I, we assume that the long-
term average of (x) g = (1/N

S) £ x^ is zero except for the contribution x/Ng of the test par
ticle upon itself. The noise has zero average. Hence 

In a similar way (using the assumption that <x 2)^ » ((x>s
2) )» i-e. amplifier noise dominat

ing over Schottky noise) 

<(Ax)2>t = g 2(x 2> t = g V ) i K = const. 

Hence in this simple case F = -Fjx and D = D 0, where Fj = (2W/N)g and 2Dfl = f 0g 2 x^ ̂  a T e 

constants. In this case, Eq. (8.1) is amenable to an analytic solution. Try 

i|i 5 exp [-x2/2a(t)z3 
/¡ñ a(t) 

i.e. a Gaussian with a changing in time. Upon substitution, one obtains an ordinary differen
tial equation for o: 

a/a = -F¡ + D„/a2 . 

Special cases: 

D o = 0: a 2 = o 2 c~ o (continuous cooling) , 

F' = 0: a 2 = a 2 + 2D„t (diffusion) . 
0 0 0 ^ ' 

General solution: 
o 2 = a 2 e ~ 2 F i t + D /F' . l o' 0 

This describes cooling towards an asymtotic (Gaussian) distribution with aOT = vD0/FJ. In this 
situation an equilibrium between heating and cooling is reached. A similar result is arrived 
at from the simple cooling equations [e.g. Eq. (9.2), Part I] which suggest 1/T •*• 0 when the 
signal « x ) s ) 2 has decreased so much that gU = g[x2/((x)s)2] 2. The new information ob
tained from Eq. (8.1) is that the asymptotic ip is Gaussian in the simple case considered. 

The existence of asymptotic equilibrium distributions is a common feature also in more 
complicated cases of Eq. (8.1). The final distribution yOT ca.i be obtained putting ty/dt = 0, 
which converts Eq. (8.1) into a simpler ordinary differential equation: 

-F*ra + D ijs = const. (9.1) 

The constant is frequently zero (e.g. when F(x) = 0 and 3̂ /3x = 0 for x = 0). Equation (9.1) 
is important as it indicates th • limiting density which can be reached. 

MOMENIUM COOLING BY FILTER AND TRANSIT TIME METHODS 
These methods measure the revolution frequency of particles or the time of flight between 

pick-up and kicker in order to detect their momentum error. The filter method of Carrón and 
Thorndahl15) (Fig. 18) uses a notch filter between the preamplifier and the power amplifier, 
with notches at all revolution harmonics in the passband (Fig. 19). In the simplest case the 
filter is a transmission line shorted at the far end (Fig. 19), with a length corresponding 
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Fig. 18 The basic set up for momentum cooling by the filter method. An advantage of this 
method is that a sum pick up is used which is sensitive even to small beam signals. Secondly, 
Schottky and preamplifier noise are reduced by the filter. 

O — • -
-> Vout to power amplifier 

lj 
length I - half revolution time 

gam 

nnnr 
f„ 2f0 3f„ 

f 

n/2 
"phase 

Fig. 19 A simple periodic notch filter namely a half wave low loss transmission line (used 
as a stub resonator). The (idealized) gain and phase characteristic are given by the half 
wave resonances at the multiples of the revolution frequency. Additional elements are 
usually added to reduce the gain between the harmonics. 

to half the revolution time of the particles in the storage ring. The notches are produced 
by X/Z resonances, where ideally the input impedance is zero and the phase changes sign. 
Because of these phase and amplitude characteristics, particles with a wrong revolution fre
quency are accelerated or decelerated until ideally all have 'fallen into the notches'. The 
price to pay for this is that all the Schottky bands used have to be well separated, so that 
particles 'know' the notches into which they have to fall. This means unavoidably imperfect 
mixing. However, this slight disadvantage could probably be circumvented by using the sig
nal from a second pick-up — rather than the reflection of the previous turn pulse via a 
cable — to cancel signals of a particle with the correct time of flight between the two 
pick-ups and to accelerate/decelerate others. 

Yet another time-of-flight method has been discussed at Fermilab1 K \ Essentially, the 
idea is to differentiate the pick-up pulse and apply this signal on the kicker with a delay 
so that particles with the correct time of flight between pick-up and kicker are not affected, 
whereas slow or fast ones get a correction. 

Both variants of the filter method are less efficient in noise suppression and have, 
therefore, not found applications so far. 

We shall return to the time domain for a short moment to suggest slightly different 
explanations of the filter method: the pulse sent into the cooling system by a particle of 
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nominal frequency will be cancelled by its pulse from the previous revolution reflected at 
the end of the line. For particles that are too slow or too fast, the cancellation is im
perfect and acceleration or deceleration will result. 

The filter method is important for the cooling of low-intensity beams, and in fact the 
whole antiproton complex at CERN would probably not have worked with stochastic cooling had 
this technique not been invented in due time. Sum pick-ups are used, and these produce a 
much larger signal than the difference devices that are necessary with other methods. The 
filter reduces not only the particle signals but also the preamplifier noise at the critical 
frequencies. This feature is important for fast cooling at low intensity. The filter method 
is usually analysed using the distribution equation (8.1). The coefficients F and D can be 
worked out theoretically and/or by measurements on the system. Usually, measurements and 
calculations are done harmonic by harmonic, including various ingredients such as imperfect 
mixing and signal suppression. However, this is not the subject of an introductory course. 
All we want to do is to write down the general form of the relevant coefficients F and D 
which, expanding up to second order in the error quantity E = Ap/p take the following form: 

F = -G0E , 
D = G>(E 2 + K 0 ) + G2u(E2 + K , ) , 

where E is the energy error; G0 (proportional to the gain), G 2( Œ g 2 ) , and G2(<* g 2) are given 
by the ideal filter, K 0 and < l by the losses; and u relates to the amplifier noise. The 
first term of D (which is proportional to the density iJO gives the Schottky noise filtered 
by the notches, and the second term the filtered preamplifier noise. For more details, the 
reader should consult the specialized literature2'8'10). 

CONCLUDING REMARKS 
This concludes my survey of stochastic cooling. I hope that the reader for whom this 

presentation was prepared has found the length and the amount of repetition involved helpful 
rather than bothersome. For those interested in a more concise description or in technical 
details, a bibliography is included. It contains all references on stochastic cooling up 
to October 1983 known to me. 

Thanks are due to D. Manglunki who read the manuscript and suggested many improvements 
and to K. Wakley, S. Vascotto and M. Prola-Tessaur, of the CERN Scientific Reports Editing 
and Text Processing sections, who undertook the difficult task of editing and typing it. 
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